
















of the Town of
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With Report of
SCHOOL DISTRICT




It has been the practice of the Editorial Staff of the Hollis Town
Report to put the picture of one of our leading citizens on the cover
of the Annual Report each year. This year we are privileged to have
Austin Chandler as our Man of the Year.
Born in Warren, Massachusetts in 1892, Mr. Chandler was edu-
cated in the Fitchburg, Massachusetts area where he worked with a
prominent firm as a draftsman in the Industrial Arts field for most
of his career. The holder of several patents in his special fields, he
moved to Hollis in 1962 with his wife Lora to reside on Worcester
Road.
About the year 1970 the Board of Selectmen was notified by the
State of New Hampshire that as of January 1, 1980 the Town must
have a complete tax map of the several thousand properties in town.
This map must be authenticated and available to the public at the
Town Hall.
The Board asked Mr. Chandler if he would take on this monu-
mental task, which if done by an outside firm could easily have cost
the taxpayers thousands of dollars. Austin accepted the challenge
and spent the next ten years working night and day with help from
several other qualified, long time residents, to bring the project to a
successful conclusion.
Not content with this, Austin continues to serve as town map
coordinator today on a daily basis at the Town Hall. He is constantly
updating the maps as changes occur. To go along with the town
maps he also created a street book listing all properties by street and
number. This has been of immense value to the office staff, police,
fire and highway departments.
Those of us on the town hall staff are constantly being educated
on the latest wild flower, bird or wild life. Austin has made us bird
feeders and when the right time of year comes around our offices
sport containers of flowers which he raises as a hobby.
Austin Chandler has set for all of us an example of patience,
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March 1981 - March 1982
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS, OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
Frederick Q. Gemmill, Chrmn. Richard Walker Philip Mercer
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Edward Chamberlain 1983 Kenneth Towne 1982
Robert I. Davison 1984
REPRESENTATIVES
Betty Hall Eliot B. Ware, Jr.
ROAD AGENT
Roy L. Wilkins
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS

















Robert Knoll Gerald Morse
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Iola Ballou 1984 Diane Hoyt 1984
Dorothy Hackett 1982 Grace B. Towne 1982
Frances H. Whiting 1983 Pearl Rideout 1983
TOWN BUDGET COMMITTEE
Dorothy Colson 1984 Richard Drisko 1984
William Price, Chairman 1982 Fred Pitman 1982
Frank Whittemore 1983 Lawrence Morrison 1983
PLANNING BOARD
Richard Walker, Ex-Officio
Daniel McManus, Jr. 1982 Rodman Williams 1983
Candace Gregg, Chmn. 1984 John Singer 1985
Thomas Jambard 1984 Howard Hunt, Alternate 1982
Judy Ferguson, Alternate 1982
NASHUA REGIONAL SOUNDING BOARD
Mary Leipziger Richard Hardy
Eliot B. Ware, Jr. Barbara Coughlin
Judy Ferguson, Alternate
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Christine Trow 1984 Philip Mercer 1984
Robert Davison 1982 Richard Hardy, Chmn. 1982
William Wehrle 1983 Doris Worsowicz 1983
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Wendell Wright 1985 Robert Pollard, Chrmn. 1985
Mary Anne Smith 1984 Kenneth Walters 1983
Gary Schlieckert 1982 W. Neil Hall, Alternate 1982
Dorothy Pitman, Alternate 1982
FOREST COMMITTEE
Jeffrey Smith 1984 Edward Chamberlain 1984
Edward Karjanen 1982 George Burton 1982
Arthur Woods 1983 David Seager 1983
CAPITAL NEEDS COMMITTEE
James Belanger Bertrand Sommer
RECREATION COMMISSION
Paul Hayner 1984 Arthur Rockwell, Chrmn. 1984
Beth Magennis 1982 Susan Darling 1983
John M. Cotter 1983 Cheryl Henry 1982
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Laurie L. Harris 1981 Wendell C. Wright 1981
W. Boyd Weston 1982 Percy L. Snow, Chrmn. 1982
Eleanor Whittemore, Sec. 1984
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Jeffrey Smith 1982 David Sherman, Chrmn. 1984
Claire Goulder 1983 Roland Schellenberg 1982






Administrative Assistant: Louise R. King




Hours: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday
Telephone: 465-7987
TOWN CLERK
Hours: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday
and Monday evenings 7 to 9 P.M.
Telephone: 465-2064
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Hours: 4:30 to 6:30 P.M.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
Telephone: 465-2209
Ruth Clark is his secretary and may be
contacted at the Town Hall during
normal business hours. She schedules
appointments with the Building In-
spector and takes messages for him
during the day.
PLANNING BOARD
Mary Auer is the secretary for the
Planning Board. She may be contacted
during normal business hours at the




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 7:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hollis in the County of Hills-
borough in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Lower Town Hall in said Hollis
on Tuesday, the ninth day of March, next at 7:00 of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To transact other business by official ballot.
Given under our hands and seal, this 17th day of February, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-two.
/s/ Frederick Q. Gemmill
/s/ Richard A. Walker
/s/ Philip W. Mercer
Selectmen of Hollis
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
/s/ Frederick Q. Gemmill
/s/ Richard A. Walker




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hollis in the County of Hills-
borough in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Walters Auditorium in said
Hollis on Wednesday, the tenth day of March, next at 7:30 of the
clock in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To see if the town will appropriate $250,000.00 for the pur-
pose of constructing a new fire station, raising $81,300.00 from the
1982 budget, withdrawal of $18,700.00 from capital reserve fire
house fund plus any accumulated interest and borrowing $150,000.00
over a three-year period (1983, 1984, 1985), in accordance with RSA
33, Municipal Finance Act.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same.
3. To hear reports of Selectmen and other Town Officers and
Committees.
4. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the town will vote to accept State Aid for the Con-
struction of Class V roads and appropriate the sum of $1,596.64.
6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Tax Collector to
accept prepayment of taxes in multiples of $10.00.
7. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Conservation
Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its previous appro-
priations and its 1982 appropriation, said funds to be placed in a
special conservation fund in accordance with RSA 36-A: 5.
8. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Select-
men to apply for, accept and expend money from the state, federal
or another governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
inRSA31:95-b.
9. To see if the town will vote to appropriate and authorize the
withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as
set-offs against budgeted appropriations for the following specific
purposes and in the amount indicated herewith or take any other
action hereon. Police Department: $36,238.00.
—12-
10. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$55,000.00 for the purchase of the former David Seager property on
Depot Road adjoining Nichols Field.
11. To see if the town will appropriate $31,000.00 to purchase a
new diesel dump truck, raising $10,600.00 and withdrawing from
capital reserve fund the sum of $20,400.00 plus accumulated interest.
12. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,641.00 for the purchase of a new sand/salt spreader.
13. To see if the town will authorize the selectmen to expend
$1,000.00 of the funds in the map capital reserve fund to continue to
develop the Tax Map project.
14. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for a grader.
15. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for town highway
garage expansion.
16. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for a front end loader.
17. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for fire trucks.
18. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for a rescue van.
19. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$40,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for a new fire house.
20. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for an ambulance.
21. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,500.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for a Communications
Center and Police Station.
22. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for library expansion.
23. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500.00 to be placed in capital reserve fund for a Va ton 4x4 pick-
up truck.
Given under our hands and seal, this 17th day of February, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-two.
/s/ Frederick Q. Gemmill
/s/ Richard A. Walker A tme copy of Warrant—Attest:
/s/ Philip W. Mercer
Selectmen of Hollis /s/ Frederick Q. Gemmill
/s/ Richard A. Walker
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Town of Hollis, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Hollis, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended
December 31, 1980 as listed in the table of contents. Our examina-
tion was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing stand-
ards, and included such tests of the accounting records, and such
other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum-
stances.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets,
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in the
financial report.
In our opinion, except for the effects of the omission of a state-
ment of general fixed assets as discussed in the preceding paragraph,
the aforementioned general purpose financial statements present
fairly the financial position of the Town of Hollis, New Hampshire,
at December 31, 1980, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin-
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TOWN OF HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Change in Fund Balance
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds




Gains on sales of securities 2,586
Interest 521
Total Operating Revenues 47,706
Operating Transfers Out (21,590)
Net Income 26,116
Fund Balance - January 1 , 1980 178,571
Fund Balance - December 3 1 , 1 980 $204,687
The notes to the financial statements
are an integral part of this statement.
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Exhibit E
TOWN OF HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1980
Sources of Working Capital:
Operations:
Net income $26,116
Net Increase in Working Capital $26,116





Net Increase in Working Capital $26,116
The notes to the financial statements
are an integral part of this statement.
-28—
Exhibit F
TOWN OF HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 1980
1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The accounting policies of the Town of Hollis as reflected in
the accompanying financial statements for the year ended Decem-
ber, 1980 conform to generally accepted accounting principles for
local government units, except as indicated hereinafter, as
amended by Statement 1, Governmental Accounting and Finan-
cial Reporting Principles, issued by the National Council on
Governmental Accounting. The more significant accounting
policies of the Town are summarized below:
(a) Fund Accounting
For reporting purposes, the financial activities of the
Town are accounted for through the use of several funds.
Each fund is a separate accounting entity with self-balancing
accounts. The following types of funds and account groups
are used by the Town:
Governmental Funds
(i) The General Fund - to account for all financial activities
of the Town, except those required to be accounted for in
another fund. Most revenues and expenditures of a gen-
eral governmental nature are accounted for in this fund.
(ii) Special Revenue Funds - to account for the proceeds of
specific revenue sources (other than special assessments,
expendable trusts, or for major capital projects) that are
legally restricted to expenditure for specified purposes.
(iii) Capital Projects Funds - to account for financial re-
sources to be used for the acquisition or construction of
major capital facilities (other than those financed by
special assessment funds).
Fiduciary Funds
(iv) Trust Funds - to account for assets held by the Town in a
trustee capacity. These include (i) Expendable Trust
Funds, (ii) Non-expendable Trust Funds.
—29—
(b) Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis of accounting is used for the Town's
fiduciary type funds. The modified accrual method of ac-
counting is used for all governmental fund types. Under the
modified accrual method, revenues are recorded when sus-
ceptible to accrual (i.e., measurable and available to finance
the Town's operations) and expenditures, other than interest
on long-term debt, are recorded when the liability is incurred.
(c) Fixed Assets
Property, plant and equipment acquired or constructed for
general government services are recorded as expenditures in
the fund making the expenditure. Generally accepted account-
ing principles require that such assets be accounted for in a
"general fixed assets group of accounts." The Town does not
maintain such an account group.
(d) Taxes Collected for Others
The Town collects property taxes and other shared reve-
nues for the Hollis School District and the County of Hills-
borough. Payments to the other taxing units are normally
made throughout the year. The ultimate responsibility for the
collection of taxes rests with the Town.




Town of Hollis $ 311,161 11.3
Hollis School District 2,289,696 83.4
Hillsborough County 146,688 5.3
Total $2,747,545 100.0
(e) Interfund Transactions
The accompanying financial statements reflect numerous
transactions between the various funds. These transactions
represent operating transfers and do not constitute revenues
nor expenditures of the funds.
(f) Continuing Appropriations
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not
fully expended at year-end are carried forward as continuing
appropriations to the next year in which they supplement the
appropriations of that year. At year-end, continuing appro-
priations are reported as a component of fund balance.
—30—
2. Taxes Receivable
An analysis of taxes receivable at December 31, 1980 is pre-
sented below:
Property Taxes:
Levy of 1980 $620,743
Levy of 1979 206
Levy of 1978 78








Total Resident taxes 3,95(
Land Use Cahnge Taxes:
Levy of 1980 9,373
Yield Taxes:










Total Unredeemed Taxes 42,323
Less estimated
uncollectible taxes (10,905 )
Total $667,902
As prescribed by state law, all delinquent taxes are sold at tax
sale by the Town's tax collector. The purchaser of tax sale proper-
ties obtains a priority tax lien. If the property is not redeemed
within a two year redemption period, the property is deemed to
the lien holder.
3. Retirement Plans
All full-time employees of the Town are covered under the
State of New Hampshire Retirement System. Contributions are
deducted at rates according to employment category. The Town's
contribution for normal costs of the plan is based upon an ac-
tuarial valuation of the entire State. Since the actuarial valuation
is performed on the entire State plan, the amount, if any, of the
—31—
excess of vested benefits over pension fund assets for the Town of
Hollis is not available. The Town does not have a liability for past
service costs, the Town's expense for the year for the State plan
was $8790.
4. Fund Balances
Portion of fund balances have been reserved or designated for
various specific purposes. A summary of these reserves and/or
designations are presented below:
General Fund
Reserved for encumbrances:
Nichols field maintenance $ 588
Special Revenue Funds
Reserved for approved projects:
Town road aid $ 1,169
Unreserved - designated for
subsequent years' expenditures:
Revenue sharing $ 39,555
Capital Projects Funds
Reserved for continuing appropriations:






Public welfare funds 2,222
Total $204,687
Unreserved - designated for
specific purposes:







The Town budget represents departmental appropriations as
authorized by annual or special Town meetings. The Selectmen
may transfer funds between operating categories as they deem
necessary. State Statutes require balanced budgets but provide for
use of beginning fund balances to achieve that end. Seventy-five
thousand dollars of the beginning General Fund Balance was
applied to reduce the 1980 property tax levy.
—33—
1981 REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
We are examining the financial statements of the Town of Hollis
for the year ended December 31, 1981 for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on them. Our work is expected to be completed by March





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1981; June 30, 1982
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 350,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 20,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 115,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 83,000.00
Police Department, Land and Buildings 40,000.00
Equipment 20,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings Included with Town Hall
Equipment 110,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 110,000.00
Equipment 110,000.00
Materials and Supplies 9,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 83,000.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 5,000,000.00
Town Forest 508 acres 200,000.00
Hildreth and Birch, L/O Fire Department 10,000.00
Conservation Commission 1 1 1 ,000.00
All Other Property and Equipment:
Civil Defense Equipment 4,000.00
TOTAL $6,375,000.00
—35—
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981
-DR. -
— Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of —
Previous
1980 1979 1978 Years
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes —
Beginning Fiscal Year* $ $35,602.67 $5,968.21 $749.06
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year** 98,432.73
Interest Collected
After Sale 1,092.20 2,966.30 1,263.66 110.86
Redemption Costs 181.67 134.15 57.65 3.72




Redemptions $50,215.61 $22,962.13 $5,968.21 $329.96
Interest & Costs
After Sale 1,273.87 3,100.45 1,321.31 114.58
Abatements During Year 4,784.11 1,002.06
Deeded To Town
During Year
Unredeemed Taxes — End
of Fiscal Year 43,433.01 11,638.48 419.10
TOTAL CREDITS $99,706.60 $38,703.12 $7,289.52 $863.64
* These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of January 1,
1982 from Tax Sales held in Previous Fiscal Years.
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) held during current fiscal year, including total




Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981
-DR. -
— Levies Of: —
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning
of Fiscal Year 1981 1980 Prior
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes








Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes













a/c Property Taxes 736.65
















Property Taxes $2,385,334.60 $610,960.56 $
Resident Taxes 27,170.00 2,410.00 80.00
Yield Taxes 2,696.46 2,253.34 24.40
National Bank Stock Tax 63.50
Land Use Change Taxes 25,433.80 4,783.30
Interest Collected
During Year 659.48 18,202.28




Property Taxes 7,140.87 7,887.66 129.05
Resident Taxes 1,030.00 1,650.00 170.00
Yield Taxes 115.54 2,109.73
Land Use Change Taxes 4,590.16
Uncollected Taxes - End of
Fiscal Year:
(As Per Collector's List) -
Property Taxes 669,388.37 1,894.31 154.63
Resident Taxes 3,000.00 270.00 10.00
Yield Taxes 367.61
TOTAL CREDITS $3,122,402.69 $655,982.80 $2,688.81
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TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT — 1981
The financial condition of the town treasury improved signifi-
cantly during 1981. Improved tax collections reduced the receivables
growth from $199,497.96 experienced in 1980 to $65,630.69 in 1981.
Although the absolute level of receivables is higher, a welcome
downtrend is noted.
Financial management of the town's inactive balances earned a
net of $51,975.06 during 1981. This is the equivalent to 1.69% of the
total property taxes to be raised or 59.4 cents on the 1981 tax rate of
$35.20 per 1000 valuation.
Investments in certificates of deposit bought with the yearly
carry-over and borrowings via tax anticipation notes have provided
the funds necessary to earn approximately half this amount. Deposits
in the checking account, when over $50,000, are purchased by the
bank at call money interest rates on a day-to-day basis. Interest from
this source accounted for the other half of this amount.
The cooperation of all town officials receiving funds, especially








Cash balance 1/1/81 $ 362,415.20
Current Receipts 6,664,517.17
Total Receipts $7,026,932.37
Less Total Disbursements 6,843,597.02
Cash Balance 12/31/81 $ 183,335.35
Purchases Redemptions
and and
INVESTMENT ACCOUNT Payments Receipts







1981 Tax Receipt Invested 750,000.00
$4,884,327.50Sub-Total $4,134,327.50
Less Receipts 4,134,327.50
Balance 12/31/81 $ 750,000.00
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






Your Summary Inventory of Property Valuation and Statement
of Appropriations have been approved. You may proceed with the
assessment of 1981 taxes on the basis of the following figures.
Net Assessed Valuation $87,463,573.00
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Town Property Taxes Assessed $3,078,718.00
Precinct Taxes Assessed
Total Gross Property Taxes $3,078,718.00
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits 22,650.00
Net Property Tax Commitment* $3,056,068.00
Tax Rate — Town 3.52
Precinct
* The amount of property tax commitment is subject to adjustment
by reason of any increase or decrease in War Service Tax Credits
which may result based on the above approved rate.
In the event any adjustment was made in the Appropriations
Section, we have enclosed a copy of the changes. Revenues and
Credits have been approved as shown on the enclosed copy of the
third page of the Statement of Appropriation.
The net amounts approved for school, county and precinct are
indicated below. These amounts are the total monies which should be
transferred to each of these units of government.
Net School Appropriations $2,512,834.00
County Tax Assessment 153,717.00
Net Precinct Appropriation (1)
In arriving at the above approved rate the Overlay has been set in
the amount of $55,186.00.
Very truly yours,
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REPORT OF THE TOWN AUDITOR




The Town of Hollis engaged us to conduct an examination of the
financial statements of the Town, as of December 31, 1980 and for
the year then ended. In connection with the examination, we have
completed a study of the Town's internal controls. Accounting con-
trols bear directly upon the reliability of financial records and re-
quire evaluation by the auditor. By definition, accounting controls
comprise the plan of organization and all the methods and pro-
cedures that are concerned mainly with and relate directly to the
safeguarding of assets and the reliability of financial records. They
generally include such controls as the system of authorization and
approval, separation of duties concerned with operations or asset
custody, physical controls over assets, and internal auditing. The
objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable, but
not absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition and as to the reliability of
financial records for preparing financial statements and maintaining
accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recog-
nizes that the costs of a system of internal control should not exceed
the benefits derived, and also recognizes that the valuation of these
factors necessarily requires estimates and judgements by the Town.
We did not perform a comprehensive study for the purpose of
submitting detailed recommendations, however, as a result of our
study, we did notice certain areas where internal controls and pro-
cedures could be strengthened or improved. These observations are
set forth in the following pages.
Although the purpose of this letter is to indicate constructive
criticisms and recommendations for improvement, we also noted
many positive aspects of the Town's financial management and pro-
cedures which are not set forth in this report. A review of this type
places greater emphasis on findings of a critical nature. Therefore, to
put our comments in proper perspective, it should be noted that the
weaknesses observed are not necessarily the result of poor manage-
ment, but may be due to factors outside the control of the Town's
personnel, such as organizational restrictions and budgetary limita-
tions.
BACKGROUND
During the planning phase of our engagement, the Selectmen arti-
culated their desire to upgrade the Town's accounting system. We
concurred with the Selectmen; the Town collects and disburses in
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excess of three million dollars annually, and thus should be run with
appropriate records and financial controls.
It was decided that improvements to the present system be de-
layed until completion of the audit. As expected, the audit process
improved our understanding of the Town's accounting system needs.
We now look forward to assisting the Selectmen in the design and
implementation of a new system. Many of the following comments
on internal control will be resolved by expected improvements to the
accounting system.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The accounting records of the Town are basically limited to
ledgers for recording cash receipts and disbursements. The current
system does not include the proper maintenance of a double-entry
General Ledger accounting system. Consequently, the Town is
unable to prepare accurate financial statements from a single, sum-
marized source. This deficiency is considered a serious internal con-
trol weakness, not only from a financial management viewpoint, but
also from the standpoint of Revenue Sharing requirements.
Revenue Sharing audit guidelines require comment in the
auditor's report in the event of any "deficiencies found in the chart
of accounts, accounting principles and accounting procedures that
could affect adversely the provision of a reasonably efficient ac-
counting operation, the safeguarding of resources and the fair
presentation of financial statements in comformity with generally
accepted accounting principles."
Recommendation: We recommend that a general ledger be im-
plemented.
Expected Benefits The benefits of maintaining a general ledger
system are numerous and include the following:
• The general ledger and resulting financial reports will assist in
the monitoring of financial activity and condition of the Town
on a current basis.
• A general ledger establishes control over other accounting
records and provides a means for periodic reconciliation to as-
sure that recorded transactions are properly summarized.
• A general ledger provides a means for the preparation of
periodic comparative reports to capture the Town's trends and
facilitate analysis.
The reports referred to above will provide information that will
assist Town management in planning. To operate successfully in
today's economic environment, management should chart the
Town's course in advance and use appropriate techniques to ensure
the coordination and control of operations. By pursuing a planning
and control approach, the Town is far more likely to attain its ob-
jectives.
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The following are general considerations to be included in the
accounting system.
Charts of Accounts
A chart of accounts provides the means by which financial in-
formation is classified by type of activity. An explanation of the
types of transactions recorded in an account is also recommended.
The present chart of accounts does not segregate activity by fund,
nor are the objects of expenditures uniform from department to de-
partment.
Recommendation: We recommend that a new chart of accounts
be developed which would be more flexible and provide for a uni-
form reporting system.
General Journal
A general journal is a book of original entry and provides an
audit trail for all transactions not captured by cash receipts, cash dis-
bursements, or other specialized journals. Examples of transactions
captured in the general journal are adjusting, closing, and reversing
entries. The Town does not maintain a general ledger journal at
present.
Recommendation: We recommend that a general journal be
maintained. With the maintenance of a general journal, an impor-
tant component of internal control will have been acquired.
THE REVENUE CYCLE
The revenue cycle includes activities involved in billing, receiving
cash, accounting for cash, maintaining receivable ledgers, and
managing cash resources. Our observations and recommendations
regarding several of the activities in the revenue cycle are presented
in the following pages.
Accounting for Cash
The cash receipts function is performed principally by the Tax
Collector and Town Clerk. Cash is received through the mail or
over-the-counter in the Clerk/Collector's office. Cash is also re-
ceived by certain departments. They in turn report their receipts to
the Treasurer who subsequently deposits the cash.
The duties of the personnel in the Town Clerk's and Tax Collec-
tor's departments are not segregated in order to provide a check and
balance upon the various functions performed. The Departments are
not of sufficient size to allow for proper segregation of duties, but
with automation, for example, internal control can be enhanced.
Recommendation: We recommend that these Department's
records be considered for automation.
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Deposit of Cash
The Tax Collector and Town Clerk maintain checking accounts,
in addition to those maintained by the Treasurer. There is no formal
policy to deposit cash the day of receipt.
Recommendations: We recommend that cash be deposited the
day of receipt. The Tax Collector's and Town Clerk's checking ac-
counts should be eliminated, and deposits made directly to the
treasurer's account. If it is deemed necessary to have cash on hand to
make change, petty cash funds should be established. By taking these
steps, internal control, cash flow, and interest income will improve.
Town Clerk Fees
The Town Clerk does not remit fees to the Treasurer. Proper
internal control dictates that all cash receipts be deposited intact.
Recommendation: We recommend that the Town Clerk remit
fees to the Treasurer.
Miscellaneous Cash Receipts
The Town does not utilize a form that facilitates the preparation
and recording of miscellaneous cash transmittals.
Recommendation: We recommend that a special report for
miscellaneous cash receipts be developed.
EXPENDITURE CYCLE
The expenditure cycle includes the functions of purchasing, pay-
roll, accounts payable, and check preparation. Our observations and
recommendations regarding several of the activities in the expendi-
ture cycle are presented below.
Purchasing
Each Town department is responsible for its own purchasing
activities. Each department manager is responsible for budget con-
trol, approving purchases, and authorizing payments. A uniform
purchasing system incorporating the use of pre-numbered purchase
orders is not in place.
Recommendation: We recommend that a determination be
made of the costs and the benefits expected to be derived from a
uniform purchasing system.
Payroll
The Town's payroll is prepared manually. The process consumes
a significant amount of the bookkeeper's time.
Recommendation: We recommend that payroll preparation be
assigned to a computer service bureau. Departmental summary
reports should be a by-product that would facilitate the recording
and control of the Town's payroll. The time saved could be allocated
to more important functions such as maintaining the general ledger.
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FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Activities or functions included in fiscal management are:
• Budget preparation
• Purchasing
• Accounting and financial reporting
• Treasury and cash management
• Personnel
• Tax billing, collections, and revenue administration
• Records management
• Electronic data processing
Many of these functions are inter-related, hence the necessity for
coordination.
Recommendation: We recommend that the Town conduct an
EDP feasibility study. We are making this recommendation to con-
duct an EDP feasibility study now because in our opinion automa-
tion of fiscal management applications would be cost effective.
OTHER ACCOUNTING CONTROLS
Other accounting controls which we found lacking or poorly
defined are discussed in the following paragraphs.
General Fixed Asset Accounting
The Town does not maintain records for its investment in
property, plant and equipment. In general, accounting for fixed
assets provides information for estimating the amount of insurance
needed, monitors asset utilization, provides a safeguard over the
asset, and allows for depreciation to be estimated when applicable.
Revenue sharing and certain grants as well as generally accepted ac-
counting principles require that adequate fixed asset records be main-
tained.
Recommendation: We recommend that fixed asset accounting
be considered in the design of the overall accounting system.
Interest on Delinquent Payments
Currently, the Town is restricted by state statute over the amount
of interest that can be charged on delinquent accounts. Currently,
the maximum rate is 9% before tax sale. In today's economy this is
unrealistic and motivates tax payers to utilize the Town as a financial
resource rather than more expensive alternative sources of funds.
Recommendation: We recommend that the Town apply
pressure on the State Legislature to increase the interest penalty
charge to more realistic levels. This step would help to eliviate the
Town's cash flow accounts.
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This letter summarizes the major areas of internal control weak-
nesses and potential systems improvement that came to our attention
in the review of internal control performed in connection with the
audit of the financial statements for the year ended December 31,
1980. Although the purpose of this management report is to indicate
constructive criticism and recommendations for improvement, we
also noted many positive aspects of the Town's financial manage-
ment and procedures which are not set forth in this report. A review
of this type places greater emphasis on findings of a critical nature.
Accordingly, this letter should not be considered all inclusive of the
areas where improvements might be achieved.
After you have had an opportunity to consider our findings and
recommendations, we shall be pleased to discuss them further with
you. The provisions of R.S.A. 71-A:21 require that this letter be
published in the next annual report of the Town.
We would like to thank you and your staff for the cooperation




HOLLIS POLICE — 1981
The demands made upon your police continued to increase in
1981. The total number of complaints registered with us increased
by over 17% as compared with 1980, as did the number of traffic
accidents. Also up, more dramatically, was the number of alarms to
which the police responded; this was more than double 1980's figure.
The vast majority of these alarms were false, that is, accidentally
caused by human error or more rarely system failure. The experience
is not unique to Hollis; some of our neighboring communities have
been driven to instituting a penalty for false alarms over a certain
minimum. If the trend continues, Hollis may want to consider a
similar action.
The remaining statistics show no obvious pattern. Burglaries and
criminal mischief/vandalism were down from 1980. We would like to
think that this is in part due to aggressive patrolling, and perhaps in
part to the fact that a few individuals at liberty in 1980 spent 1981 as
guests of the state.
Drug offenses increased, especially and ominously among the
young.
One demand has nothing to do with Hollis or its growth. The
state has required that all Special Officers undergo a certification
process, under the jurisdiction of the N.H. Police Standards and
Training Council. After a deadline in January, 1983, no Special
Officer not so certified may carry out police functions. Certification
requires that the candidate undergo a course of instruction and pass
a series of examinations. The Council recently decreed that "in-
service" schools (such as that held by the HPD) would not satisfy the
requirement; candidates must attend those given under the aegis of
the Council.
This affects Hollis because Special Officers now perform about
one-third of Hollis' patrol activity, as well as carrying part of the
load in the Dispatch Center. They also form the "reserves" that may
be called out when extra manpower is needed. Thus the Department
must insure that active officers become certified. Unfortunately, to
do so they must now chase the necessary courses around the state.
Continuous training is a necessity, above and beyond the certifi-
cation requirement. New laws and interpretations of laws, new tech-
niques and equipment, and new fashions among the wrongdoers
require that the police officer continue to learn throughout his
career. The Department is trying to meet this need, both directly (as
for example when seven officers went to Concord for an intensive
weekend course in traffic radar) and indirectly through the Hollis
Police Benevolent Association (which held informational meetings
on such topics as rape & assault, auto theft, and the use of dogs in
police work). Much more needs to be done.
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During 1981 it became increasingly obvious that the building
housing the Department is inadequate. It is not big enough for
present needs, to say nothing of the future. Its shape forbids a good
layout; its location makes expansion impossible. Parking is a
problem that cannot get better. The building is expensive to maintain
and heat; if maintenance is stinted in the name of economy repair
and heating costs rise further. Recognizing these problems, a com-
mittee has been formed from within the Department and from out-
side of it. This committee is charged with evaluating the needs,
examining the alternatives, and recommending a long-term course of
action to the Town. By the time of the next Annual Report, a defini-
tive statement should be available for public discussion.





Accidents (No PI) 109






















Stolen Motor Vehicles 10

















Violation of Liquor Laws 8
Court Appearances Involving
MV & Criminal Cases 475
Security Checks 18,615
Warnings and Checkups 779
Untimely Death 2







HOLLIS POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
The Hollis Police Benevolent Association is made up of active
members of the Hollis Police Department. It functions as a com-
munity service organization, in addition to supporting police activi-
ties. Its funding is entirely by contributions and membership dues;
no tax monies are involved.
During 1981 the Association spent most of its efforts on a pro-
gram of continuing education for its members. A series of presenta-
tions on such diverse topics as car thefts, the use of dogs in police
work, and domestic violence accompanied its meetings, to "update"
its members in current topics.
The Association was able to take advantage of a special oppor-
tunity when it acquired a KR-10 traffic radar system, one of the best
available, for the Department. Association funds and the efforts of
Dave Hatfield, Firearms Instructor, provide for maintaining pro-
ficiency with the service sidearm.
The Association was pleased to be able to join many other com-
munity agencies in contributing to the Billy Ingram Fund. Through
the initiative of members with younger children, several fans were
purchased and donated to the Elementary School, to help out with a
ventilation problem. On the other side of the coin, the Association
gratefully acknowledges a generous contribution by Mr. Harold E.
Amsden, whose gift will be of great service.
We mark with great sorrow the loss of Ernest G. Pratt and Louis
Johnson. Ernie Pratt was a member and former President of the
Association; Louis Johnson often worked with the Association in its
community endeavors and was a special friend to us all. The Hollis
Police Benevolent Association joins their families and the com-





HOLLIS FIRE DEPARTMENT AND AMBULANCE SQUAD
1981 REPORT
This year saw a small increase in the number of calls received
from a year ago. There were four structure fires; an attached garage
burned from the ell and house at the former Beers Farm on Ridge
Road, one trailer and one house trailer used for storage were totally
destroyed. The other structure fire was in the Hollis High School
(The "White Building") and damage was held to a minimum due to
the fire alarm system installed in the building and the fast response
of apparatus and mutual aid assistance from neighboring towns.
We have had an increase in chimney fires as more wood and coal
stoves and furnaces are being used today. I would like to remind all
house owners using these wood or coal stoves to check the inside of
chimneys at least once a month for creosote buildup and have it
cleaned if necessary to help control chimney fires.
Training of firefighters and ambulance personnel is always an
ongoing thing as we work towards getting more certified firefighters
and E.M.T. trained personnel.
Due to rust problems on engine 363 we had the body of the truck
refinished and a complete paint job done. It came back to us looking
like a new truck and we hope it will add several more years of life to
the truck.
After my first year as chief, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all members on the Hollis Fire Department and Ambulance




FIRE DEPARTMENT RUNS AMBULANCE RUNS
Structure Fires 4 Auto Accidents 36
Brush Fires 13 Home Illness 57
Car Fires 99 Misc. Accidents 42
Chimney Fires 24 Total Number of Calls 131
Auto Accidents 14
Motorcycle Accidents 1




Mutual Aid Givers 24







The Hollis Town Forest Committee met in the fall of 1980 and
decided to use a second forest management crew in the various town
forest areas. This decision was reached because of the large amount
of salvage work to be done due to flooding caused by beavers. The
Howard Parkhurst crew continues to perform in its usual efficient
manner while the David Seager crew is working towards becoming
acquainted with the aims and goals of the Forest Committee. Both
crews worked in the Parker Pond Swamp area salvaging maple and
pine killed by beaver flooding. Salvage work was also done in the
area of the gravel pit to make way for further excavation. Thinning
and culling of undesirable trees in the area from Dunklee Pond
through to the Parker dam was also done by the two crews.
No reforestation work has been done in the area of the gravel pit
as of this time because more excavation is needed on the south side
to make the reclamation work blend into the existing topography in a
more satisfactory manner. The Committee feels that reforestation, as
well as any extensive harvest of pine, should be postponed until the
Gypsy Moth problem diminishes.
The Committee has received many requests for permission to cut
firewood on Hollis Town Forest land. We feel that the town's best
interests will be served by working only with a few professional crews
because harvesting and improvement work is then done in a manner
consistent with good woodland management for educational, recrea-
tional and economic benefit for all the citizens of Hollis.
TOWN FOREST FINANCIAL REPORT 1981
Income
23,465 board ft. logs at 5 cents
130 cord hardwood at $12.00
55 cord hardwood at $9.00





Total paid to General Fund $3,283.25
Expenses 0.00
Savings to Town Highway Department
Gravel
6000 yds. at $.40 value
Savings in trucking 6000
yds. of gravel at $.60
$2,400.00
3,600.00
Total Savings over alternate source $6,000.00
Committee
Jeffrey Smith George Burton
Edward Karjanen Arthur Woods
Edward Chamberlain David Seager
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
January 1, 1981 through December 31, 1981
DOG LICENSES
;ceived for Licenses on:
207 male dogs $1,218.00
351 spayed female dogs 1,208.30
31 female dogs 182.75
113 neutered male dogs 394.00
12 5 dog kennels 144.00
2 10 dog kennels 40.00
1 30 dog kennel 30.00
1 50 dog kennel 50.00
2 duplicate tags 1.00
Fines 448.00
TOTAL $3,716.05
lid Ralph J. Hardy, Treasurer $3,716.05
AUTOMOBILE PERMITS
Received for 4887 Permits $144,133.50
Paid Ralph J. Hardy, Treasurer $144,133.50
ELECTION FILING FEES
Received for Election Filing Fees $ 4.00
Paid Ralph J. Hardy, Treasurer $ 4.00
BOAT TAXES
Received for 2 Boat Taxes $ 42.40




DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS
1981 REPORT
State Highway Aid is available to Hollis during 1982 in these
categories:
Town Road Aid, Apportionment A Funds
Chapter 241, Section 2 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as
amended, provides for Class IV and V Construction, Reconstruction
or Betterment Aid.
If aid is desired under Apportionment A, the town must raise
$1,596.64 and the State will contribute $10,644.29.
Highway Subsidy
Chapter 241, Section 14 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as
amended, provides a highway subsidy for maintenance, construction
and reconstruction of Class IV and V highways in towns and cities.
Your highway subsidy for 1982 is estimated to be $16,418.62.
Additional Highway Subsidy
Chapter 241, Section 15 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as
amended, provides an additional highway subsidy which shall be
used only for construction or reconstruction of Class IV and V high-
ways and shall be used to increase the highway appropriation of the
municipality as of 1977.
Your additional subsidy for 1982 is estimated to be $17,673.58.
Highway subsidy payments are made quarterly in January, April,
July and October. Accurate records of expenditures must be main-
tained. Audited reports will be required on a yearly basis, Jan. 1, to




The Communications Center handles all Town emergency
services: Fire, Police, Ambulance and Highway. As the population
of the Town continues to grow, so do the services rendered by the
Communications Center. To help keep up with the demand of these
services, we have increased the efficiency of the dispatchers by addi-
tional training. This has been done by using taped emergency situa-
tions, which are critiqued at a later training session. This points out
our shortcomings and initiates new procedures. This year we sent a
dispatcher to a school which trains dispatchers for one week. This
school is sponsored by the N.H. Police Standard & Training Coun-
cil. We expect to send one dispatcher each year to this school, as the
information they bring back is very useful in our constant training.
As the primary function of the Communications Center is
handling emergencies, I feel the department needs the best equipment
available. The existing console has performed well over the years,
but has many shortcomings, as the needs of the Communications
Center have grown. More radio frequencies have been added,
causing many interference problems during an emergency. A new
console would eliminate many of these problems. Coupled with addi-
tional training we should be able to better handle the communication
needs.
I wish to thank the citizens of Hollis for their cooperation and
support of this department.
Respectfully submitted,





It is the responsibility of this committee to plan ahead for items
and projects that are capital in nature. These expenditures are
generally more than would be appropriated in any one year and
advance planning is in order. Large projects falling out of the scope
of departmental budgets are brought before the committee to de-
termine need, cost analysis and timely implementation. The normal
business of this committee has been carried out this year with only 2
items of major importance and impact on the town. These are the
replacement of the present fire station and future re-location of the
police station and communications center. These projects are dealt






The past year has been a busy one for the department. We took
delivery of a backhoe in March which has been put to good use
throughout the year. Some of the projects we used the backhoe for
were to install 3000' of water line from the tennis court to the police
station, build a new dog kennel and for the TRA project on Nevins
Road. In all we used this equipment for 480 hours of work this year
and it is obvious it has been badly needed.
We widened and gravelled 7/10 of a mile on Nevins Road and
plan to put pavement on it in May of 1982. An agreement has finally
been reached with property owners on Farley Road which will enable
us to use TRA funds there in August 1982.
I wish to thank everybody for their help and understanding in
running the Highway Department. The department has five full time
and two part time workers and takes care of cemeteries, parks and
playgrounds as well as the highway work.
Respectfully submitted,
Roy L. Wilkins, Road Agent
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER'S REPORT
In August 1981, Ernest G. Pratt, passed away. He had served the
town of Hollis as Dog Officer for 14 years. Mr. Pratt was greatly
admired by all and he is deeply missed.
In September of 1981 the position of Dog Officer was changed to
Animal Control Officer, in order to be in tune with the much wider
variety of animal problems which exist. In recent months citizens
have been reporting such things as, horse abuse, cruelty to kittens,
wild animal complaints, a stolen pig, and over 350 calls relating to
dogs. As in years past refusal to obey the leash law and obtaining a
dog license continues to be the greatest problem. As of January 1,
1982 there are still some 31 dogs unregistered for the year 1981. I
would like to point out that obtaining a license for your dog is not
only required by law, but, it is the only quick and sure way of locat-
ing the owner should the dog become lost or injured.
Since becoming Animal Control Officer in August of 1981, many
citizens have expressed concern to me about what happens to a dog,
stray or otherwise when it is picked up and put in the kennel. I would
like to first say that the kennel itself is built to specifications set
down by the State of New Hampshire. It has an inside and an out-
side run, running water and is heated. Dogs are fed and cared for
daily and all runs are cleaned and sterilized daily. Secondly, when a
dog is brought into the kennel every effort is made to locate the
owner. When the owner cannot be located, after a mandatory 7 day
waiting period, all dogs deemed in good health will become eligible
for adoption.
In closing I would like to announce that the Selectmen have ap-
pointed Officer Gerald Morse and Ms. Margaret Walsh as Deputy
Animal Control Officers. I would also like to invite all citizens who







Potable water has always been a concern to man. In Hollis,
where almost everyone is served by his own well, the quality of water
to the individual households has been of considerable concern during
the past years.
Early in the year there was a great deal of publicity about the
presence of arsenic in the drinking water in some towns in southern
and central New Hampshire. This report resulted from the testing
funded through the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act and done by
the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Commis-
sion. "After a substantial period of testing, arsenic was shown to be
present in some public water supplies, particularly those using arte-
sian wells. However, the number of wells sampled in most towns is
not presently sufficient to determine if the problem is significant in
each and every town."
The origin of the arsenic in New Hampshire has not been con-
clusively determined, but most signs seem to indicate that the arsenic
is of natural origin. Arsenic, thought to be occurring naturally, has
been found in water supplies throughout the world, and that the
presence of arsenic at trace levels is not considered as having a health
significance.
To be more specific, the Environmental Protection Agency has
established 50 parts per billion as a maximum contaminant level, a
level which has not been found in Hollis by the laboratories report-
ing their results. This standard is based on the consumption by a
normal adult male of two liters of water per day for a lifetime of 70
years. Certain meats and fish (shellfish), as well as wines and ciga-
rettes often contain significant levels of arsenic. If tests were to
reveal that your water supply contained an arsenic concentration in
excess of .05 mg/1, it is recommended that an alternate supply of
water be used for drinking and cooking, or a treatment device be




MERRIMACK VALLEY HOME HEALTH
CARE ASSOCIATION, INC.
Your town's allocation to our agency has taken on increased
significance due to the very tenuous and unfavorable atmosphere
created by budget cuts. Human Service programs, especially the
health care component, have been targeted for drastic cuts and we
are feeling the impact of these.
We at MVHHCA are at another disadvantage — we don't know
where we stand because so many programs are in the "iffy" stage.
Congress has not passed the appropriations for some funding and
the N.H. Legislature is still dealing with fiscal problems. We are told
in one program to write a budget for three levels of funding, in
another that the cuts will be between 17 and 35%, another has
capped the number of visits and the dollar amount they will pay
regardless of the need, another is on a witchhunt for fraud and abuse
due to several experiences with "for profit" agencies and another
wishes to send less money to Hillsborough County, though we have
more elderly, in order to send more to the north country. We are
playing a game for which the rules are yet to be written.
No matter what, the governing bodies of our country and state
do, the sick, handicapped and elderly will continue to need care and
services. We remain firmly committed to home care and clinic
services which we feel delivers quality at a price that is more realistic
than the alternatives for many.
In 1981 we provided Hollis residents with 1,026 nursing visits,
306 supervisory nursing visits, 1,529 homemaker/home health aide
visits, 262 physical therapy visits, 36 social service visits, and 76 tele-
phone consultations. We are very proud of our dedicated staff who
give care under all types of conditions. Clinic activities included 3
immunization sessions, 12 hypertension screenings for Seniors and 32
children receiving well child care through our Well Child Program.
Hollis residents who served on our Board of Directors in 1981
were Mrs. David Gilmour, Mrs. Robert Hackett, Mrs. Emory
Kaplan, Mrs. Joseph Litwin, Mr. Donald McFarland, Mrs. Robert






Through the efforts of the Recreation Commission, volunteer
coaches and instructors, we were able to provide the following list of
activities: Babe Ruth Baseball (two very active teams); Little League
(five major and eight minor league teams); Softball (girls), eight
teams for the spring season; Tennis - instruction was provided by
Jennifer Johnson, the Summer Director. Also we were able to re-
surface both available courts. Swimming - through the use of in-
structors and Silver Lake State Park we were able to provide Red
Cross swimming lessons, and hope next year to provide life saving.
Summer playground - this year's programs included gymnastics
which we hope to expand next year, theatre (drama workshops), a
dog show, a magic show and daily activities. A ski program was held
at Blanchard Hill in Dunstable. Included were lessons and free
skiing. The Ski and Skate Swap was well attended and provided its
usual social side. Soccer is a Saturday morning sport which enjoys
the enthusiasm of all the young players. Basketball is also very active
this year.
During the year 1981 we expended $17,000 on recreation activi-
ties. Included in this sum were maintenance of parks and equipment,
protective fences, resurfacing of tennis courts and operation of
various programs.
Early in the summer ground was broken on a parcel of land on
Broad Street, the future site of a combination Babe Ruth - Little
League field. Some of the site work has been started. However, since
this is a non-funded project, delays must be anticipated.
Thanks to the Hollis Lions Club the Field House at Nichols Field
is nearing completion. Storage is available for the various organiza-
tions and schools for recreation equipment. Although the building is
not ready for occupancy, anyone desiring information on the use of










The Town of Hollis is most fortunate to be host to a most active
Seniors Group. This group meets every Thursday in the Lower Town
Hall. Generally there are at least fifty present at each meeting. We
who work at the Town Hall enjoy the fellowship the Seniors make
available to us. The camaraderie, singing, luncheons and, most of
all, the "goodies" which show up on our desks each Thursday are
most appreciated. The Seniors thought the Town might like to know
how they spent the $1000 which the Town gave them several years
ago. Here is an account of where the $1000 went.
Nichols Field House Donation $ 250.00
Billy Ingram Fund Donation 300.00
Christmas Party 1 98
1
303 .00
Hollis Fire Dept. Ambulance Fund 35.00
Visiting Nurse 35.00
Town Hall Meeting Room Shades 98.00
$1,021.00
As you can see, they were thinking of others when spending. We




HOLLIS HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
1981 ANNUAL REPORT
There were no major site plans submitted to the Historic District
Commission this past year. Approvals were given for a number of
signs within the District. If there are any questions concerning the
Ordinance, please contact one of the members.
Respectfully submitted,








The task of keeping the property maps, index books and street
books up to date becomes more complex every year. We continue to
update constantly thanks to Mrs. Ruth Clark. Individual tax maps
are available for sale in the Town Hall. However, due to the com-




REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
1981
Two hundred and forty-one permits were issued this year. They were
as follows:
RESIDENTIAL
Single Family Residence 53
Addition to SF Residence 3
Addition to SF Residence and a garage 1




Remodel SF Residence/plus 7
Remodel pre-' 52 house to apartments 1
















Repair Septic system 10
Wood Stove Installation 59












The total cost of all construction was $5,420,552. These figures
represent an increase of $1,333,087 over the cost of construction in
1980, as the number of permits rose from 212 to 241 and the number
of permits for Single Family Residence was 53, as compared to 42 in
1980.
This completes a twenty year period of building in Hollis. So in
conclusion, I have listed below, by year, the number of permits for
Single Family Residence since 1962. In the first ten year period there
were 245 permits or an average of 24.5 permits per year. In the
second ten year period there were 617 permits or an average of 61.7
permits per year. This gives us a total of 862 permits for the twenty
year period or an average of 43.1 permits per year. The permits were
as follows:
1962 — 16 1967 — 25 1972 — 53 1977 — 77
1963 — 22 1968 — 26 1973 — 74 1978 — 72
1964 — 28 1969 — 20 1974 — 48 1979 — 63
1965 — 21 1970 — 26 1975 — 45 1980 — 42
1966 — 17 1971 — 44 1976 — 90 1981 — 53
Respectfully submitted,





A new manual containing the Hollis Zoning Ordinance, Site Plan
Regulations, Land Subdivision Regulations and Building Regulations
is in the process of being printed and will soon be available.
The Board spent several months revising the subdivision regula-
tions. After a public hearing in November, the revised land sub-
division regulations were adopted by the Board.
Due to recent State legislation, the Board has reviewed the possi-
bility of establishing a zone in which mobile homes would be allowed
in subdivisions or on individually owned lots. Revised sections of the
Zoning Ordinance pertaining to mobile homes will be presented for
adoption at the town meeting in March, 1982. Additional proposed
ordinance changes deal with septic requirements, accessory buildings
and minor changes in wording.
The Planning Board is working in conjunction with the Long
Range Planning Commission in several areas. The most important
projects are revisions to the roads and streets, considerations for
land acquisition to suit community building requirements and
aquifer-water supply and waste water disposal requirements.
Ongoing Planning Board activities include continually up-
grading the operating procedures. Other considerations in the next
few months will include commercial building signs, building permit
rights and revising of by-laws.
At the town meeting in March, a revised Section III, L of the
Zoning Ordinance pertaining to planned unit developments was
adopted by the Town. The Board received a great deal of help from
concerned residents regarding this revision.
In 1981, the Planning Board approved sixty-one (61) building lots
and fifty-nine (59) residential septic plans preparatory to approval of
building permits. This compares with thirty-five (35) new building
lots and forty-seven (47) septic plan approvals in 1980. During 1981,
forty-eight (48) abutter hearings and four (4) other public hearings
were held. A total of nineteen (19) subdivision plans, four (4) plans
for recording purposes, three (3) consolidations, nine (9) boundary
line changes and five (5) site plans were reviewed and approved.
The Board meets on the first and third Mondays of the month.
The agenda for all such meetings are posted on the board at the front
of the Town Hall. Agenda of additional meetings of the Board are
also posted.
Current procedures of the Board are, in part, dictated by pro-
visions of N.H. RSA's. To comply with these provisions, all sub-
missions should adhere to the following schedule:
1 . Subdivisions, Site Plans, Plot Plans for Recording Purposes,
Consolidations, Boundary Line Changes:
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An application consisting of all required drawings, support-
ing data, abutter lists and appropriate fees must be received
at the Planning Board office at least fifteen (15) days prior to
the regularly scheduled monthly meeting of the Board on the
third Monday of the month. If all required data is presented,
the Board will accept the application at the regular meeting.
If the application is incomplete, the Board must deny the
application.
Copies of the Zoning Ordinance, Land Subdivision Regula-
tions and Site Plan Regulations are available at the Planning
Board Office.
Septic Plans:
State approved septic plans and applicable building permit
rights for approval prior to building permit application may
be submitted to the Planning Board Office at any time.
Procedures for obtaining a building permit, building permit
right applications and copies of the building regulations are
available at the Planning Board Office.
Respectfully submitted,
Candace F. Gregg, Chairman
Judy A. Ferguson (Alternate)
Howard C. Hunt (Alternate)
Thomas Jambard





REPORT OF THE CEMETERY COMMISSION — 1981
We have continued to meet on a regular basis at the Town Hall.
The centralization of the records including the plot plans, at the
Town Hall, has aided us greatly in our work. The fact that these
records are available for reference and Mary Auer is responsible for
any inquiries pertaining to them, should be helpful to the towns-
people who might have a need for information or help.
The upgrading of the cemetery equipment seems to have been
accomplished. It is our opinion that the appearance of the cemeteries
has improved a great deal, and the credit for this is due to Roy
Wilkins' excellent supervision.
We still are deliberating on the long-range goals, and hopefully
can establish them this year.
Respectfully submitted,
Percy L. Snow, Chairman







Again in 1981 your Hollis Conservation Commission attended
many more workshops dealing with the dire results of haphazard
handling and disposal of hazardous and human waste and the re-
sultant contamination of vital surface and underground water sup-
plies. This contamination is usually a result of a lack of understand-
ing of the geology of a region and of how water travels and collects
underground. These underground water supplies, or aquifers, once
contaminated may not be fit for human use for generations.
Your commission decided that they had heard enough dire warn-
ings of what happens to rapidly expanding towns that do not have
adequate knowledge of possible future water supplies, and in April
our chairman, Dave Sherman, presented a proposal to the Board of
Selectmen for the formation of a Hollis Water Quality Commission
which would include representatives from various town boards. Its
purpose: "To act toward the conservation, rehabilitation and pro-
tection of the water resources of the Town of Hollis for the well
being and benefit of the current and future use of the towns citizens.
To recommend to the Town through the selectmen courses of action
to insure the quality and purity of the town's surface and under-
ground water."
It seems necessary to us that the town itself must take major
responsibility for some of the research and hydrogeological surveys
required to protect its resources, since the state does not have the
information, nor the funds, nor the personnel needed. The Nashua
Regional Planning Commission has a grant to do a regional assess-
ment of water resources, but it is not likely to be sufficiently detailed
for our purposes. The commission will work closely with them and
help all we can. Without adequate hydrogeological information we
cannot understand the mechanics of the aquifer which supplies
private and municipal wells in Hollis, especially since the town relies
on individual residential septic systems which may contaminate both
surface and underground water. In addition, there are pathogens
other than bacteria, such as arsenic, which have been given much
publicity in nearby towns, but up to now we have not completely
understood their threat to citizens' health, nor have we had the
equipment to test water routinely for those metals detrimental to
health.
The commission's proposal for a Water Quality Commission has
been given to the Long Range Planning Committee, headed by
Howard Hunt, to study and to make recommendations to the Select-
men.
In April, Hollis hosted a meeting requested by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service to which conservation commission members of
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thirty-two towns west of the Merrimack River were invited. This was
an informational meeting to show us the new wetlands map of the
area they had prepared. The Service requested that we inspect the
map area covering our own town and make corrections and additions
necessary before the final draft was prepared. The commission met
five times for this purpose only and hope to be rewarded by a copy
of an accurate wetland map when it is printed.
Also in April the commission regretfully accepted Robert Davi-
son's resignation from the commission. He felt this was necessary
due to the pressure of his other interests, but he expressed willingness
to act as an ex-officio member when we needed his expertise. We
thank him for his invaluable service to the town. Fred Leipziger was
appointed to take his place.
Austin Chandler has again aided us by coloring our set of tax
maps and by making a protective cover for them. We thank him for
his generous donation of time, labor and materials to the commis-
sion and the town.
In October the Hollis Conservation Commission and Beaver
Brook Association jointly sponsored a conservation forum at the
Hollis Town Hall, having the theme "It's Your Own Backyard". Its
purpose was to acquaint the public and the town officials with the
unique opportunities we in Hollis and the surrounding towns have,
to join in shaping the future of our town's environment by participa-
tion in the many conservation-minded organizations we have here at
home. The prize-winning NOVA film "Still Waters" was shown and
the next day was shown to the sixth graders at Hollis Elementary
School. The well-attended forum heard representatives explain the
goals and purposes and opportunities for participation in the follow-
ing organizations: Beaver Brook Association, Hollis Conservation
Commission, Hollis Land Trust, Hollis Town Forest Committee,
Nashua Regional Planning Commission, Nashua River Watershed
Association and the Nissitissit River Land Trust.
The town has received a gift of 30.9 A which includes the leased
area around the well used by the Flint Pond Water Company, for
which we are very grateful.
The Hollis Land Trust has once again proved to be an invaluable
ally to the commission because it can act quickly in purchasing de-
sirable land. The Trust then holds the land and gives the commission
an option to buy the portion which will protect the town's interest.
Without this aid the commission might have lost two parcels along
Flints Brook. The application for federal matching funds is an
uncertain and lengthy process and most landowners cannot wait the
nine to twelve months usually required before actual full compensa-
tion is received.
The commission has applied for matching funds on a 22 A piece
along Flints Brook which we have an option to buy from the Hollis
Land Trust. It represents a connecting link along Flints Brook and
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will be a desirable addition to the greenway. The federal matching
funds program has been cut considerably and the town may have to
be prepared to pay more of the cost for land to protect its resources
in the future.
We also wish to thank Tom Enright for the generous contribution
of his time and labor in aiding the commission in making title
searches, recording deeds, doing research and helping with our appli-
cations for matching funds.
We continue to be grateful for the townspeople's interest and
support for conservation and we urge your active participation in an














Balance December 31, 1980
Checking Account $ 52.60
Savings Account 34.76











Debt to Town Repaid $ 2,000.00
Town Maps 50.00
Thompson Appraisal Company 975.00
Time - Life Video 68.25
Repaid Temp Loan to Town 44,000.00
Nashua River Watershed Assn. 50.00
Hollis Land Trust 38,748.96
Bank Service Charge 3.00
$85,895.21 $85,895.21
Balance - Checking Account $ 57.70
Savings Account Closed
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NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
1981 ANNUAL REPORT
1981 has been a year of change and transition for the Commis-
sion, with great progress being made in the expansion of assistance
and services available to member municipalities.
Under the leadership and involvement of Barbara Coughlin and
Mary Leipziger, Hollis' representatives to the Commission, we were
able to supply a variety of local planning services to the Town. Most
notable of these was the updating of the Town's Master Plan to
keep it a current, useful planning tool for local officials. The
Commission also consulted with Planning Board members on
proposing and reviewing amendments to the Town's zoning
ordinance.
Hollis' participation in the Commission's activities over the past
year has also enabled us the opportunity to address several planning
issues at a regional level.
Water quality continued to be a major concern throughout the
Region. The Commission targeted its attention on, and was success-
ful in initiating, a three-year cooperative study of regional ground-
water supplies working with the U.S. Geological Survey, member
municipalities, and a variety of public and private interest groups.
The study will locate and map the Region's underground water
supplies and will plot strategies on how these resources may be
preserved and protected for future generations. Other activities
concerning the Region's water supply include the preparation of two
handbooks on groundwater contamination and protection
(summarizing Municipal Resource Seminar proceedings), and a
report summarizing the current laws regulating the usage of New
Hampshire's waters, which were published over the past year.
This year the Commission also began the preparation of an
update to the Regional Plan which will reflect upon the impacts of
the area's rapid growth over past years, project what growth may be
anticipated in the future, and recommend strategies which may be
employed to avoid negative impacts which might result from future
growth. This policy document will help guide the Commission's
future activities in providing greater information and assistance to
local officials faced with making critical planning and land use
decisions in their communities.
In other areas, the Commission compiled an inventory of local
zoning practices and ordinances; reported on the new Solid Waste
Law and sponsored a Municipal Resource Seminar on that topic;
conducted a seminar on Historic Preservation; prepared a purchasing
manual for local purchasing authorities and initiated the preparation
of the first cooperative purchasing venture in the Region; co-
sponsored a Tax Assessor's Training Institute for local assessing
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officials, the 1981 Law Lecture Series for municipal officials, and a
series of courses at Rivier College for local government officials.
Transportation planning continued to comprise a substantial por-
tion of the Commission's activities. With the cooperation of the
N.H. Department of Public Works and Highways, the Commission
is now able to provide technical assistance under its Highway pro-
gram to all twelve of the member communities. The assistance, pre-
viously limited to the five communities in the highway study area, is
now available upon request by local officials.
The Commission continued to process the annual State Highway
Department traffic volume counts and make them readily available
for direct use by the general public. In addition, where no state
counts were taken, the Commission obtained special counts, upon
request, for member communities. The Commission also conducted
a 1981 travel time study to monitor the performance of the area's
highway network, and also performed a vehicle occupancy study to
assess how efficiently the area's vehicles and roadways were being
used.
The NRPC also continued its active participation in assisting the
consultants responsible for preparing reports on the proposed turn-
pike improvements, and the Hudson Circumferential Highway. The
Commission plays an important role in providing information and
assistance, as well as advocating early and continuous involvement of
local officials to ensure meaningful results and to avoid final
presentations of undesirable surprises.
The Nashua Area Mass Transit Study was also completed in 1981
by the NRPC and will be formally presented to the City early in
1982. The Study concluded that public transit service is feasible in
Nashua and a seven route system was recommended for immediate
implementation. Even though the cost to the City is less than
anticipated when the Study began, recent reductions in the
availability of public funds will require a close examination of the
City's capability to support its share of the local costs.
The Commission has also made substantial progress in expanding
the variety of professional planning services available to member
municipalities. In addition to the current on-going local assistance —
the Soundings newsletter, Dispatch memos, master plan contracts,
and local planning assistance projects — the Commission is initiating
two new local service options. The first option makes the
Commission's professional planning staff available to assist local
planning boards in reviewing major development proposals, upon
request. The second new service option makes our staff's services
available under contract on a regular basis throughout the year. The
Towns then may use the "Circuit-rider" as professonal staff for
planning, administration, or other purposes, without having to bear
the full burden of the professional's annual salary. Both of these new
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services are available at a substantially reduced cost due to the
continued support of NRPC's member municipalities.
All in all, it's been a busy year for the Commission. We're
looking forward to the coming year for continuing our cooperative
efforts in providing a full-range of professional planning services in
response to the needs of our member municipalities.
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HOLLIS SOCIAL LIBRARY — 1981
The library was lucky enough to receive a used copier — abso-
lutely free of charge — from Bellavance Beverage Company. They
were buying a new one, and, through the kind intercession of Mr.
Viega, donated their old one to us. It has been a valuable asset, and
of course is available for everyone to use (for a small charge).
New stack space was added in the adult fiction section and it was
quickly filled up. We are constantly trying to find ways to utilize our
limited space to the best advantage, because as our patronage grows,
so does the demand for additional books and resource materials.
The disposition of the Zylonis bequest monies has not yet been
decided upon. A committee of trustees has been meeting with repre-
sentatives of the other libraries named in the will, but no final peti-
tion to the court has been agreed upon as yet. The income from the
bequest remains intact and unspent.
The librarians have started preparing small projects for children
to do, either in the library or at home. Our Christmas tree was
festooned with a variety of ornaments, all created by children from
materials made available by the librarians. We hope to have a new
project each month of the year.
Saturday hours were changed from 9:30 to 11:30 in the morning
and 1:30 to 5:30 in the afternoon to a continuous 10:00 A.M. to 4:00
P.M. This arrangement seems to be working out very well.
Don't forget that your librarians are here to help you and will


















Adult books bought 493
Juvenile books bought 103 +85 received
Books given 99
Books given in memory of someone 10
Total books 790
Library open Monday through Friday, 1:30 - 5:30 P.M.
Monday and Wednesday evenings, 7 - 9
Saturday, 10 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Days open in 1981 — 311








Trust Fund Income 1,754.62
Zylonis Fund 2,436.05













Supplies & Miscellaneous 564.90
Equipment 1,062.89












SOUHEGAN REGIONAL LANDFILL DISTRICT
1981 OPERATING EXPENSES BELOW BUDGET. For the second
straight year the expenses of operating the Souhegan Regional Land-
fill were less than the amount budgeted even though there was a
significant increase in the volume of refuse received and processed.
Appreciable savings were recorded in the equipment maintenance,
site development, engineering services and legal services accounts.
Lesser savings were achieved in the cost of fuel account and in
administration expenses.
These results were due to the effective preventative maintenance
programs applicable to the mobile equipment owned and operated by
the District, the excellent excavation arrangement reached with the
Town of Amherst, and conscientious management of all phases of
operations by the members of the District Committee and the
District's contractors.
1981 INCOME EXCEEDS BUDGET. Fees paid by commercial
haulers were greater than anticipated because of increased volume
and rate charges that are in line with those applicable at the landfills
in most adjacent towns. Short term investment of equipment reserve,
income, retained surplus and operating funds resulted in greater than
expected income due to the high interest rates available for most of
the year.
1982 OPERATING BUDGET SHOWS ZERO GROWTH. Even
though the amount budgeted for each of the line items that make up
the operating budget are equal to or greater than the amounts bud-
geted in 1981 the total operating budget of $134,077 is $39 below
1981 and $70 below 1980. This is possible because of a reduction in
the capital account payment, transfer of surplus achieved in 1981,
and a projected increase in 1982 income.
The estimated cost of hauling trailers to the Landfill from Brook-
line, Hollis and Mont Vernon is increased for 1982 by $5040 due to
an additional trailer being hauled each week from both Hollis and
Mont Vernon. Each sending town is billed quarterly for the actual
hauling costs applicable to the town.
LONG RANGE PLANNING. During the past two years each of the
sending towns, Brookline, Hollis and Mont Vernon, have
rescheduled the days and hours that their "dumps" are open. A
greater amount of refuse is being received on weekdays thus virtually
eliminating the problems previously encountered on weekends. With
the present equipment the District will be able to handle a 33%
increase in volume from Hollis and about a 50% increase from
Brookline and Mont Vernon.
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The newly excavated portion of the Landfill will be open in mid
1982. Based on engineering projections the life expectancy of the
Landfill extends for IVi to 14 years depending upon the volume of
waste actually generated. The District Committee is staying abreast
of the latest developments in solid waste disposal techniques so that
facilities will be available to the District's member towns when the
space at the present Landfill is exhausted or when a more economic
system becomes available.
Submitted on behalf of the District Committee by William I.
Marble, Chairman.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT — 1981
State law, from which the cities and towns of this state derive
their authority and their responsibilities, requires that any town
which established a zoning ordinance — as Hollis did as long ago as
1941 — must also establish a zoning board of adjustment to hear and
decide special cases which may, by virtue of uniqueness and special
circumstances, warrant some degree of relief from the strict appli-
cation of the ordinance. Under state statute and certain features of
the Town's Zoning Ordinance, the Board is empowered to grant
primarily two forms of waiver of the strict requirements of the Ordi-
nance — Variance and Special Exception — when specific require-
ments are met.
In accordance with these powers and responsibilities, the follow-
ing is a summary of the types and disposition of the cases which were






































The categorization of "types" used above is imperfect since some
applications contain elements of more than one type and others do
not precisely fit any of the common categories. Nevertheless, all
cases are at least approximately categorized in this compilation.
Further, it would be inappropriate to draw general conclusions
about the granting or denial of different applications since cases
differ greatly from one another, and only if prescribed requirements
are deemed to be met can a Variance or an Exception be granted.
The complete records, evidence, and decisions on all of the cases
summarized above are on file at the Town Hall and are open during
regular business hours to any interested citizen. Of course, cases
themselves are advertised in advance and their outcome similarly
published. The Board is grateful for the helpful contributions made






TOWN OF HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE




Among the many duties incumbent upon the Board of Selectmen,
some are more pleasant than others. It is always a privilege to be able
to write you at the end of the year. There are very, very few whose
long-time interest and faith in the Town have had such a positive
effect on the quality of life as yourself. The improving facilities and
ever increasing use of them at Nichols Field by all age groups is a
source of deep satisfaction to us all. May we look forward to a visit
from you at the office soon to update the Board on the many in-
teresting programs being undertaken at Beaver Brook?
Kindest regards and best wishes to you and yours in the New
Year.
Faithfully yours,
s/ Frederick Q. Gemmill,
Chairman
s/ Richard A. Walker
s/ Philip H. Mercer
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DOINGS OF THE SELECTMEN — 1981
1981 was another year of challenge for town government and
change in operations befitting a town of almost 5000 people.
Consolidation of town operations in the town hall was continued
with the addition of the bookkeeping function. Improved methods of
handling the payroll and making necessary account distribution
simultaneously was initiated at midyear. New accounts have been set
up for a double entry accounting system by our auditing firm which
will be used beginning in 1982. These changes will make the prepara-
tion of year-end and intermediate financial reports a straightforward
process rather than a complete analysis for the annual audit required
by recipients of revenue sharing funds under federal law.
The Selectmen/Assessors revalued all buildings in order to reflect
current market value. Also all current use land and RSA lands were
brought into line with the new current use value guidelines. Every
effort has been made to maintain property records up to date with
changes in ownership and newly created parcels through subdivision.
Also, at the request of the Selectmen/Assessors, the Department of
Revenue Administration, Appraisal Division, did appraisals of a
substantial number of commercial properties this year.
A program to convert assessment records to the state format with
addition of detail data concerning each property and building has
been initiated. The dimensional information for over 150 homes was
recorded this past summer by our building inspector following a late
start.
Town facilities for recreation were improved this past year with
the construction of the shelter at Nichols Field. The interior finish
and plumbing will be completed during 1982 along with construction
of the septic system and sanitary water supply. Also, Audette Field,
which is located off Broad Street adjacent to Flint's Brook, was
dedicated and will be improved as an additional ballfield in the near
future.
The Highway Department continues to provide road maintenance
and construction under the capable and innovative leadership of Roy
Wilkins. This year the department responded to an emergency in
constructing a new dog shelter at the Highway Garage on short
notice. A new pole barn for salt/sand storage was built. The de-
teriorating water line from the police station to the town hall was
replaced as an urgent maintenance project. In addition, the line was
extended to the new Nichols Field Shelter to provide drinking water.
Improvement of Nevins Road from Farley Road to South Merrimack
Road was initiated and hopefully will be completed during 1982.
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The Police Department continued to provide protection to our
citizens and was successful in solving most of the cases which came
up during the year. Training of department members leading to cer-
tification has been emphasized by Chief Bosquet. Lieut. Grady is to
be congratulated on the results of his investigative work this past
year as well as his management of the Communications Center.
The Planning Board, chaired by Candace Gregg, has had a busy
year revising the subdivision regulations, reviewing subdivision and
site plans and proposing a revised section to the Zoning Ordinance
relative to manufactured housing. Common sense and keen judg-
ment in the best interests of the town have been applied to this often
controversial and difficult facet of town government.
Our thanks and appreciation go to all town employees for their
dedicated service during this past year. We remember Ernie Pratt
who served the town for many years as Sexton and Dog Officer.
Also, in special recognition, we salute Bertha Duncan who is retiring
after serving the town faithfully as Town Clerk for twenty-five years.
Much credit is due our office staff: Mrs. King, Mrs. Clark and
Mrs. Auer, who keep the Selectmen's Office moving on a day to day
basis so that necessary things get done properly and on time.
We are especially pleased to report that our cash management of
temporarily idle funds has generated over $50,000 net income during
1981. This revenue results in less dollars to be raised by taxation.
The 1982 year will present new opportunities. We need your
thoughts and participation throughout the various areas of town
activity. Please, if there is something you do not understand or are
concerned about, share your concern with us. In this way we can
share our views with you and more wisely manage town affairs
between town meetings.
Respectfully submitted,
Hollis Board of Selectmen




TOWN MEETING MARCH 10, 1981
The meeting was called to order by Moderator Roger Hammond
at 7:00 A.M. for voting under ARTICLE 1 for the election of Town
Officers, and for voting on three Planning Board questions. Voting
continued until 7:10 P.M. The vote was announced at 9:30 P.M. and
the meeting was adjourned.
On the checklist 2798 Rep. 1395 Dem. 527 Ind. 876
1208 Regular Ballots Cast 1 1 Absentee Ballots Cast
Total Ballots Casts 1219
The vote for the Town Clerk to change party affiliation
Yes 792 No 109
The Planning Board vote was:
#1 PUD Yes 854 No 358, #2 to rezone Rt. 1 1 1 Yes 296 No 900,
#3 to amend Building Regulations Yes 899 No 278.
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TOWN MEETING MARCH 11, 1981
The meeting was opened by Moderator Roger Hammond at 7:30
P.M. in Walters Auditorium.
ARTICLE 1 — Motion by Jeanne Williams to postpone action
on this article until after action on Article 22. Seconded by Jim
Belanger. Carried.
ARTICLE 2 — Motion by Frank Whittemore to accept the
reports of the Selectmen and other Town Officers and Committees
as printed in the Town Report. Seconded by Jeanne Williams.
Carried.
ARTICLE 3 — Motion by Kit Hardy to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes. Seconded by Tom
Stawasz. Carried.
ARTICLE 4 — Motion by Jim Belanger to accept State Aid for
the construction of Class V roads and appropriate the sum of
$1,604.00. Seconded by Eliot Ware. Carried.
ARTICLE 5 — Motion by Tom Stawasz to authorize the Tax
Collector to accept prepayment of taxes in multiples of $10.00.
Seconded by Jim Belanger. Carried.
ARTICLE 6 — Motion by Gordon McEnnis to authorize the
Selectmen to employ a Certified Public Accountant instead of elect-
ing Auditors for the purposes of auditing the accounts of all town
officers or agents for the fiscal year ended December 1981 and sub-
sequent years or until rescinded pursuant to RSA 41:31. If auditors
have been elected they shall not perform the duties which are to be
done by the Certified Public Accountant for the town. Seconded by
Frank Whittemore. Carried.
ARTICLE 7 — Motion by Jane Ballard to authorize the Con-
servation Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its
previous appropriations and its 1981 appropriation, said funds to
be placed in a special conservation fund in accordance with RSA
36-A:5. Seconded by Roland Schellenberg. Carried.
ARTICLES 8 through 18 — Motion by Jeanne Williams to
group these articles with one vote in the affirmative. Seconded by
Fred Pitman. Carried.
ARTICLE 8 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for fire trucks.
ARTICLE 9 — to raise and appropraite the sum of $10,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a fire house.
ARTICLE 10 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a front end loader.
ARTICLE 11 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a grader.
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ARTICLE 12 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for town highway garage ex-
pansion.
ARTICLE 13 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a diesel dump truck.
ARTICLE 14 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a Va ton 4x4 pickup truck.
ARTICLE 15 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for an ambulance.
ARTICLE 16 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a rescue van.
ARTICLE 17 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for a Communication Center
and Police Station.
ARTICLE 18 — to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00
to be placed in capital reserve fund for library expansion.
ARTICLE 19 — Motion by Jim Belanger to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $17,195.00 to purchase a new back hoe. Seconded
by Malcolm Dunbar. Carried.
ARTICLE 20 — Motion by Jim Belanger to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund estab-
lished under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of
1972 for use as set-offs against budgeted appropriations for the
following specific purposes and in the amount indicated herewith or
take any other action hereon. Police Department: $39,101.00.
Seconded by Tom Stawasz. Carried.
ARTICLE 21 — Motion by Jeanne Williams to authorize the
Selectmen to expend $1,000.00 of funds in the map capital reserve
fund to continue to develop the Tax Map project. Seconded by Dot
Gemmill. Carried.
ARTICLE 22 — Motion by Tom Stawasz to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from
the state, federal or another government unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year in accordance with the
procedures set forth in RSA 31:96-b. Seconded by Malcolm
Dunbar. Carried.
ARTICLE 1 — Motion by Jim Belanger to accept the budget as
printed and raise the sum of $1,082,071.00. Seconded by Bill Price.
Carried.
ARTICLE 23 — Motion by Barbara Schwartz to designate
Parker Lane as a scenic road in order to maintain the rural natural
beauty of this road and to preserve the environmental habitat that
borders this lane, as provided for under RSA 253:17. Seconded by
Larry Denmark. Carried.
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ARTICLE 24 — Motion by Tom Stawasz to petition the Repre-
sentatives and Senators who represent the Town in General Court
to support in the current session of the General Court, the con-
current resolution to amend the State Constitution to limit the
annual increase in property taxes to five percent and to limit the
annual increase in spending by the state or any city, town, or other
governmental unit of the state to five percent. Seconded by Bob
Foss. After much discussion a motion by Tom Stawasz to table this
article. Seconded by Phil Mercer. Carried.
Motion by David April to adjourn this meeting. Seconded by
Roland Schellenberg. Carried. The meeting was adjourned at 9:30
P.M.
A true copy of record — attest
Bertha E. Duncan, Town Clerk
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BIRTHS
Date, Place of Birth, Name of Child,
Name of Father, Maiden Name of Mother.
1981
Dec. 28 — Nashua, N.H., Kelly Jean White, Joseph Warren White, Carol
Ann Buchanan.
Dec. 28 — Nashua, N.H., Heather Ann White, Joseph Warren White,
Carol Ann Buchanan.
1981
Jan. 2 — Nashua, N.H., Tracy Lynn Shattuck, David Paul Shattuck, Vicki
Beatrice Greenwood.
Jan. 12 — Nashua, N.H., Rebecca Lynn Pratt, Richard Goodnow Pratt,
Jacqueline Lakin.
Feb. 1 — Nashua, N.H., Elicia Erin Hanley, Joseph Thomas Hanley, Pana-
giota Theodora Koyanis.
Feb. 19 — Nashua, N.H., Robert Allen Sayball, Earl Douglas Sayball, Ann
Marie Carney.
Mar. 28 — Nashua, N.H., Nichola Christine Meserve, William John Me-
serve, Diane Lesley Nixon.
Apr. 3 — Peterborough, N.H., Jennifer Hope Lassins, Paul Dennis Lassins,
Katherine Ann Vincent.
Mar. 25 — Nashua, N.H., Thomas Joseph St. Pierre, Richard Louis St.
Pierre, Joyce Beatrice DiAntonio.
Mar. 26 — Nashua, N.H., Gavin Paul Beaudry, Dennis Paul Beaudry,
Cheryl Jane Poston.
Mar. 31 — Nashua, N.H., Ari Michael Helfman, David Jay Helfman,
Claire Joan Sudhalter.
Apr. 7 — Nashua, N.H., Raymond Eugene Lorden III, Raymond Eugene
Lorden, Jr., Rhonda Lee Perkins.
Apr. 17 — Nashua, N.H., Erika Mary Ferlins, John Adolphs Ferlins, Geral-
dine Fitzgerald.
Apr. 25 — Nashua, N.H., William Richard O'Sullivan, David John O'Sul-
livan, Frances Ann Morris.
May 14 — Nashua, N.H., Amy Beth Tozier, Joel Raymond Tozier, Linda
Jan Smith.
May 16 — Nashua, N.H., Heidi Ann Packard, Wendell Howe Packard,
Betsy Ann Newton.
May 22 — Nashua, N.H., Kathryn Mary Crowley, Timothy John Crowley,
Marianna Patricia Pavsek.
May 28 — Nashua, N.H., Laura Beth Makepeace, Edwin Albert Make-
peace, Paula Elaine Brunelle.
May 26 — Nashua, N.H., Sarah Jeanne Merchant, Michael Rae Merchant,
Donna Lee Pinsonneault.
May 30 — Nashua, N.H., Trent Peter Emery, Peter Talbert Emery,
Deborah Ann Foss.
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Jan. 24 — Newton, Mass., Caroline Fulcher McCoy Spaulding, Stephen
John Spaulding, Julie Beth McCoy.
June 30 — Nashua, N.H., Jonathan William Rusch, William Theodore
Rusch, Judy Faye Weatherbee.
June 24 — Nashua, N.H., Deanna Valente, Dennis Blaise Valente, Janice
Marie Ferrante.
July 17 — Nashua, N.H., Wayne Charles Fenimore, Jr., Wayne Charles
Fenimore, Sr., Robin Holly Kramer.
July 19 — Nashua, N.H., Megan Lee Barocas, Jerry Barocas, Janice Lee
Wilkie.
Aug. 2 — Nashua, N.H., Michael Thomas DeBoisbriand, Roger Louis
DeBoisbriand, Maureen Ann Libby.
Aug. 9 — Nashua, N.H., Andrew Ross Klopfer, Edward Larry Klopfer,
Roberta Ann Schwartz.
Aug. 13 — Nashua, N.H., Michael James Bedard, Gerald Lional Bedard,
Patricia Ann Gibson.
Aug. 16 — Nashua, N.H., Aaron Paul Ladner, Henry Gerald Ladner,
Patricia Gail Krannas.
Aug. 16 — Nashua, N.H., Amy Christine Ladner, Henry Gerald Ladner,
Patricia Gail Krannas.
Sept. 5 — Nashua, N.H., Emily Sno Karr-Walter, Kenneth Irvin Walter,
Jeanne Marie Karr.
Sept. 3 — Nashua, N.H., Beth Ann Sacherski, Steven Herbert Sacherski,
Cecilia Louise Funicella.
Sept. 9 — Nashua, N.H., Adam Martin Foley, David Foley, Shirley Anne
Martin.
Sept. 9 — Nashua, N.H., Caitlin Nixon Day-Lewis, Brian David Day-Lewis,
Catherine Ann Kennedy.
Sept. 9 — Nashua, N.H., Geoff Charles Curtis, John Charles Curtis, Teresa
Marie LaFlamme.
Oct. 1 — Nashua, N.H., Amy LynMae LaSalle, Larry Herbert LaSalle,
Catherine Mae Ouellette.
Oct. 6 — Nashua, N.H., Aaron Lee Fyfe, Donald W. Fyfe, Jean Marie
Boudriault.
Nov. 12 — Nashua, N.H., Rebecca Jane Smith, Peter William Smith, Betty
Ann Whitcomb.
Nov. 22 — Nashua, N.H., Ryan Patrick Coleman, David Hodge Coleman,
Gail Sandra LaForest.
Dec. 2 — Nashua, N.H., Andrew George Greenwood, Forrest Eaton Green-
wood, Mary Anne Gibson.
Dec. 4 — Nashua, N.H., Enright, Thomas Howard Enright,
Wendy Louise Gillingham.
Dec. 15 — Nashua, N.H., Rebecca Fay Davison, Robert Irwin Davison,
Ellen Hampton Muth.
Dec. 18 — Nashua, N.H., Ryan John VanTassell, A. Ernest VanTassell, Jr.,
Gillian Dawn Lefebvre.
Dec. 27 — Nashua, N.H., Christine Almira Culver, Thomas W. Culver,
Susan Jane Strawley.
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MARRIAGES
Date, Place of Marriage, Name and Surname of
Groom and Bride, by Whom Married
1981
Jan. 1 — Nashua, N.H., Donald W. Erion, Jessie M. Smith, Richard W.
Leonard, Justice of the Peace.
Jan. 18 — Nashua, N.H., David E. Freedman, Laura J. Kahn, Kenneth M.
Brown, Justice of the Peace.
Apr. 3 — Hollis, N.H., Clarence Ceaser, Wanda J. Young, Charles F. Dow,
Justice of the Peace.
Mar. 21 — Derry, N.H., Charles W. Hosmer, Frances S. Drown, John C.
Jordan, Justice of the Peace.
Apr. 12 — Hollis, N.H., Wayne E. Rosing, Jo A. Falco, James Belanger,
Justice of the Peace.
May 16 — Hollis, N.H., Donald W. Fyfe, Jean M. Boudriault, Charles F.
Dow, Justice of the Peace.
May 23 — Hollis, N.H., James Richard Gilbert, Elizabeth A. Ingram,
George G. Faul, Minister.
May 30 — Hollis, N.H., Roger J. Bessette, Mary L. Bell, Charles F. Dow,
Justice of the Peace.
May 30 — Hollis, N.H., Lealie Allen Easley, Kate H. Alford, Louis J.
Beasley, Minister.
June 6 — Hollis, N.H., Stephen C. Tager, Sara Hughes, Louis J. Beasley,
Minister.
June 6 — Hollis, N.H., Ismael L. Lopez, Donna M. Smith, Joyce E.
McCaffery, Justice of the Peace.
June 8 — Peterborough, N.H., Jeffrey P. Smith, Elsie S. Towne, George G.
Faul, Minister.
June 20 — Nashua, N.H., William A. Munroe, Cynthia M. Cook, Edmund
G. Crowley, Priest.
June 20 — Nashua, N.H., Richard L. Livermore, Cheryl G. Messer, George
L. Renner, Minister.
June 13 — Hollis, N.H., Daniel J. O'Brien, Carol Lee Herb, Louis J.
Beasley, Minister.
July 18 — Hollis, N.H., Paul E. Dube, Susan C. Paradise, Roland C.
Sylvestre, Justice of the Peace.
Aug. 1 — Hollis, N.H., William J. Fruth III, Jean E. Dailey, James
Chaloner, Minister.
Aug. 1 — Hanover, N.H., Thomas L. Lutz, Joanne M. Farnham, Eli R.
Mercer, Minister.
Aug. 9 — Hollis, N.H., Gerald J. Gallant, Angelika H. Von Janta-Lipinski,
Nicholas C. Coniaris, Justice of the Peace.
Aug. 14 — New Boston, N.H., Norman J. Gelinas Jr., Mary A. Benoit,
Andrew Templeton, Minister.
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Aug. 15 — Nashua, N.H., Stephen M. Chartier, Michele F. Veiga, Nicholas
P. Rogers, Roman Catholic Priest.
Aug. 22 — Hollis, N.H., Carl L. Ettner, Daryl Knuepfer, Donald W.
Rowley, Clergyman.
Aug. 29 — Hollis, N.H., Gary Hatfield, Cynthia L. Hackett, Louis J.
Beasley, Minister.
Sept. 5 — Nashua, N.H., James A. Lindner, Lynda C. Nivens, Rev. Jesse
R. Smith, Minister.
Aug. 29 — Simsbury, Conn., Robert John Lutz, Gretchen Carlisle Tarbell,
John Olofson, Minister.
Sept. 16 — Deerfield, N-H-, Warren Ames, III, Mary A. Mclntyre, Emily
B. Preston, Minister.
Sept. 26 — Nashua, N.H., Matthew J. Dunn, Martha M. Olsen, Donald W.
Rowley, Minister.
Sept. 12 — Hudson, N.H., David George Chabot, Nancy Claire Christo-
pher, Robert W. Gormley, Minister.
Oct. 12 — Hollis, N.H., Kevin R. LaFontaine, Susan J. Reiter, Louis J.
Beasley, Minister.
Oct. 24 — Hudson, N.H., Erik Crisman, Kathleen L. Flynn, Richard J.
Tulip, Minister.
Oct. 28 — Nashua, N.H., Ernest P. Dustin, Elizabeth E. Taylor, Thomas
H. Graves, Clergyman.
Oct. 10 — Merrimack, N.H., John J. Janas, Claire S. Devlin, Rev. Edward
D. Richard, Catholic Priest.
Nov. 14 — Hollis, N.H., John Gray, Janice A. Riff, Diane L. Gaudet,
Justice of the Peace.
Nov. 21 — Hollis, N.H., James W. Darling, Dorothy C. Streeter, Charles
E. Thygrsen, Justice of the Peace.
Nov. 27 — Hudson, N.H., David J. Archambault, Lisa J. Burnside, Rev.
Robert W. LeVitre, Jr., Pastor.
Dec. 5 — Hollis, N.H., John P. Belansky, Jr., Patricia A. Bulger, Nicholas
C. Coniaris, Justice of the Peace.
Dec. 11 — Nashua, N.H., Allan C. Eldridge, Brenda L. Luster, Dolores K.
Ryall, Justice of the Peace.
Dec. 5 — Nashua, N.H., Kevin M. Oliver, Karen L. Richardson, Rev.
Robert D. Schenkel, Minister.
Dec. 17 — Milford, N.H., Stephen T. Jambard, Susan E. Anderson,
Edward P. McDuffee, Justice of the Peace.






Dale, Place of Death, Name of Deceased, Age,
Place of Birth, Place of Burial
1981
Apr. 3 — Hollis, N.H., Edith S. Hills, 88, Hollis, N.H., East Cemetery,
Hollis, N.H.
Mar. 8 — Nashua, N.H., John V. Piatt, 68, Paterson, N.J., George Wash-
ington Park, Paramus, N.J.
Mar. 11 — Nashua, N.H., Thomas R. Gould, 75, Hillsboro, N.H., Home-
land Cemetery, Bristol, N.H.
Mar. 26 — Nashua, N.H., Loren C. Locke, 76, Hollis, N.H., East Ceme-
tery, Hollis, N.H.
May 9 — Manchester, N.H., Charles L. Beecher, 62, Portland, Maine,
Linwood Crematory, Haverhill, Mass.
July 25 — Ayer, Mass., A. Lorraine Amsden, 61, N.H., Woodlawn Ceme-
tery, Pepperell, Mass.
Aug. 12 — Nashua, N.H., Ernest G. Pratt, 68, Buckland, Mass., East
Cemetery, Hollis, N.H.
Aug. 13 — Nashua, N.H., Russell H. Homans, 62, Plymouth, N.H., Trinity
Cemetery, Holderness, N.H.
Oct. 15 — Ayer, Mass., Lewis Ivan Johnson, 62, St. Albans, Me., S. Dux-
bury Cemetery, S. Duxbury, Vt.


































The State of New Hampshire
Polls Open at 7:00 AM — Will Not Close Before 7:00 PM
To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of Hollis
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said district
on the ninth day of March, 1982, at seven o'clock in the forenoon to
act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose two School Board members for the ensuing three
years.














THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School district in the town of Hollis
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Walters Auditorium in said
district on the sixth day of March 1982 at ten o'clock in the morning
to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To see what sum the district will vote to raise and appropriate
for the construction of a new addition and renovations to the Hollis
AREA High School including furnishings, equipment, architectural
and other fees, site development and any other items incidental to
and necessary for said construction on land presently owned by the
Hollis School District; and to determine whether such appropriations
shall be raised by the issuance and sale of serial notes or bonds upon
the credit of the Hollis School District in accordance with the pro-
visions of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 33 as
Amended; and to authorize the Hollis School Board to obtain State,
Federal, and any other aid which may be available; and to authorize
the Hollis School Board to determine the time and place of payment
of principal and interest, fixing the rate of interest thereon, the pro-
visions for the sale of notes and/or bonds and all other matters in
connection therewith; and to take any other action relative thereto.
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any other officers or
agents of the district.
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or
Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.
5. To see if the district will authorize the School Board to make
application for and receive in the name of the district such advances,
grants and aids, or other funds for educational purposes as may now
or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government, or
from the State of New Hampshire, or from any other state or private
agency, and to expend the same in accordance with RSA 198:20b.
6. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and
appropriate for the purpose of implementing energy conservation
measures at the Hollis AREA High School (as included in the pro-
posed 1982-83 operating budget).
7. To see what sum of money the School District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries and benefits for the school district officials, employees and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district.
—Ill—
8. To see if the District will authorize the Hollis School Board to
transfer title to School Lot #1, so-called (including the School Lot
Addition) situate on Depot Road at Monument Square in Hollis,
New Hampshire, to the Town of Hollis, and/or to adjacent property
owners, on such terms and conditions as the Hollis School Board
shall determine, and to authorize the chairman of the Hollis School
Board to execute all instruments in relation thereto.
9. To see if the District will authorize the Hollis School Board to
transfer title to Red Schoolhouse Lot, formerly of School District #7,
situate on Jewett Lane, Hollis, New Hampshire, to the Town of
Hollis, and/or to adjacent property owners, on such terms and con-
ditions as the Hollis School Board shall determine, and to authorize
the chairman of the Hollis School Board to execute all instruments in
relation thereto.
10. To see if the voters of the School District will resolve to open
the polls at 8:00 A.M. and to close the polls at 7:00 P.M. at each
annual meeting or special meeting of the voters of the School District
when balloting is concerned with a capital expenditure or with a
bond issue question. (By Petition)
11. To see if the voters of the School District will resolve to open
the polls at 8:00 A.M. and to close the polls at 7:00 P.M. at each
annual meeting or special meeting of the School District to resolve
the question of acceptance or rejection of the annual school budget.
(By Petition)
12. To see if the voters of the School District will resolve to re-
quire full disclosure in the Town Report of all monies paid to each of
the employees in the School District whether the same be for services
rendered or for expenses. This to include teachers and all other
salaried and hourly personnel. (By Petition)
13. To see if the voters of the School District will resolve to re-
quire full disclosure in the Town Report of all monies paid to each of
the employees in the School District Superintendent's office whether
the same be for services rendered or for expenses and shall include
all salaried and hourly personnel and the cost of rental or leased
facilities. (By Petition)
14. To transact any other business which may legally come
before said meeting.
— 112-














HOLLIS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
April 13, 1981
The Annual School District Meeting for Hollis was held at Walters
Auditorium on April 13, 1981 at 7:00 P.M.
The meeting was called to order by Moderator N. Roger Ham-
mond.
Warrant Article 1 was read by Moderator Hammond.
Article 1. To see what sum the district will vote to raise and
appropriate for construction of a new addition and renovations to
the Hollis High School including furnishings, equipment, architec-
tural and other fees, site development and any other items incidental
to and necessary for said construction on land presently owned by
the Hollis School District; and to determine whether such appropria-
tions shall be raised by the issuance and sale of serial notes or bonds
upon the credit of the Hollis School District in accordance with the
provisions of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter
33 as Amended; and to authorize the Hollis School Board to invest
said money and use the interest thereon for said project; and to
authorize the Hollis School Board to obtain State, Federal, and any
other aid which may be available; and to authorize the Hollis School
Board to determine the time and place of payment of principal and
interest, fixing the rate of interest thereon, the provisions for the sale
of notes and/or bonds and all other matters in connection therewith;
and to take any other action relative thereto.
Dr. James Squires, Chairman of the Hollis High School Building
Committee, moved the article be passed. It was seconded by Jane
Ballard. After much discussion the polls were opened at 8:10 P.M. to
vote by ballot, on this article. The polls were closed at 9:35 P.M.
after everyone had voted. The motion was defeated by a vote of 335
in favor to 638 opposed.
At this time a motion by School Board Member, Gerald Hornik,
to recess the meeting until 7:30 P.M., Tuesday, April 14, 1981, was
vetoed.
A motion to reconsider Article 1 was made by Jim Belanger and
seconded by David King. Motion was defeated.
It was moved by James Belanger, seconded by Fred Gemmill, to
recess the meeting until April 14, 1981 at 7:30 P.M. at Walters Audi-
torium. Articles 2 through 9 would be voted on then.




HOLLIS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
April 14, 1981
Walters Auditorium
Assistant Moderator, Dr. James Squires opened the meeting at
7:45 P.M. in Walters Auditorium, Hollis High School.
Articles 2 through 9 were read by Assistant Moderator James
Squires.
Article 2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any other
officers or agents of the district.
Article was moved by Frank Whittemore to move over this Article
and act upon it under Article 8. Seconded by James Belanger. It
passed.
Article 3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Fred Pitman moved that the reports as printed in the school report
be accepted. Seconded by Thomas Stawasz. It passed.
Article 4. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any
subject embraced in this warrant.
Philip Scott moved that this article be passed over. Seconded by
Fred Pitman. It passed.
Article 5. To see if the district will authorize the School Board to
make application for, receive, and expend in the name of the district
such advances, grants and aids, or other funds for educational pur-
poses as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United
States Government, or from the State of New Hampshire, or from
any other state or private agency.
Frederick Gemmill moved the question as read. Kathryn Hardy
seconded it. It passed.
Article 6. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $36,000 or some other sum for the purpose of implement-
ing energy conservation measures in the district's schools (as in-
cluded in proposed 1981-82 budget).
School Board member William Ferree spoke on how conservation
money is to be spent at the Junior High School. 1 . to replace North
Wall, 2. revise duct work, 3. change control functions of thermo-
stats.
Richard Brown moved the article be accepted as read. Seconded by
Kathryn Hardy.
Roger Saunders made a motion to amend Article 6 by adding
$50,000 to Article 6 for the School Board to use at their discretion
for energy conservation. Charles Clough seconded it. After much
discussion the amendment was defeated by a voice vote. James
Belanger moved to vote on Article 6. Thomas Stawasz seconded it.
Article 6 passed.
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Article 7. To see what sum the district will vote to raise and
appropriate for capital improvements and ordinary maintenance and
repairs to the Hollis High School (to be added to 1981-82 budget).
James Belanger moved that this article be passed over. Frank
Whittemore seconded it. It passed.
Article 8. To see what sum of money the School District will vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment
of salaries and benefits for the school district officials, employees
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district.
Jane Ballard moved that the district raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,327,662 for support of schools, for the payment of salaries and
benefits for the school district officials, employees and agents, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the district. William
Roberts seconded the motion.
Jane Ballard explained that $14,104 for fire safety improvements
in the White Building and $26,071 for the teachers salary account
had been added to the $3,287,487 grand total in the budget report,
bringing the final total to $3,327,662.
Jane Ballard also advised us the Fire Marshall, Allen W. Britton,
had toured the White Building and gave recommendations how to
bring it up to safety standards. She also reviewed items with sub-
stantial increases in the budget.
Philip Scott made a motion to amend Article 8 by reducing the
budget by $20,000 at the discretion of the school board. Thomas
Stawasz seconded it. Amendment was defeated by a voice vote.
The motion to spend $3,327,662 for the district school budget was
passed by a voice vote.
Article 9. To transact other business which may legally come
before said meeting.
It was moved by Mr. Stawasz and seconded by Mr. Belanger to
adjourn the meeting.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HOLLIS SCHOOL BOARD
For fiscal year July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981
REVENUE ALL FUNDS




Earnings on investments 20,129.84
Lunch Program 77,008.51
Permanent Funds & Endowments 5,091 .62
Insurance Refund 7,598.10
Other Local Revenue 8,113.80
Total Local $2,862,640.36





Vocational School Aid 4,005 . 1
Handicapped Aid 54,422.00
Gas Tax Refunds 2,818.64
Title IV Federal Projects 9,947.61
Food and Nutrition 40,640.00
Total State and Federal 191,717.25
TOTAL REVENUE ALL FUNDS $3,153,709.44
EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS
Federal Project Fund $ 11,889.29
Capital Project Fund 5 1 ,973 .7
1
Food Service Fund 117,363.66
Total $ 181,226.66
District Wide
2300 SAU Assessment $ 84,986.00




1 1100 Regular Education $ 500,702.18
1 1200 Special Education 112,230.26
1 1400 Co-curricular Activities 1,173.76
1 2120 Guidance 20,499.04
1 2130 Health 10,662.90
1 2190 Other (Truant Officer) 7.00
1 2210 Improvement of Instruction 10,127.48
1 2220 Educational Media 28,813.06
1 2400 Office of Principal Services 40,284.60
1 2540 Operation & Plant Maintenance 121,506.43
1 2550 Pupil Transportation 49,489.22
1 2600 Printing 717.35
1 2900 Other Supporting Services 1,290.37
1 5000 Debt Services 121,545.84
Total $1,019,049.49
Junior High Education
2 1100 Regular Education $ 280,113.06
2 1200 Special Education 49,991.50
2 1400 Co-curricular Activities 1,844.00
2 2120 Guidance 16,542.65
2 2130 Health 9,256.53
2 2190 Other (Truant Officer) 6.00
2 2210 Improvement of Instruction 5,287.38
2 2220 Educational Media 18,477.07
2 2400 Office of Principal Service 40,618.20
2 2540 Operation & Plant Maintenance 85,400.75
2 2550 Pupil Transportation 37,099.86
2 2600 Printing 170.00
2 5000 Debt Services 64,310.00
Total $ 609,117.00
Senior High Education
3 1100 Regular Education $ 523,995.09
3 1200 Special Education 92,863.98
3 1400 Co-curricular Activities 36,308.96
3 2120 Guidance 46,190.46
3 2130 Health 14,880.89
3 2190 Other (Truant Officer) 7.00
3 2210 Improvement of Instruction 9,383.21
3 2220 Educational Media 47,299.19
3 2400 Office of Principal Services 81,034.46
3 2540 Operation & Plant Maintenance 121,402.04
3 2550 Pupil Transportation 56,772.30
3 2600 Printing 453.57
3 5000 Debt Services 23,600.00
Total $1,054,191.15


















UNENCUMBERED FUND BALANCE *$ 159,063.40




Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1981
ASSETS
Assets, June 30, 1981




Total Assets $ 293,032.40
LIABILITIES
Liabilities and Fund Equity




Unreserved Fund Balance 159,063.40
Total Liabilities and Fund Equity $ 293,032.40
STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Indebtedness June 30, 1981 (Principal Only)
Elementary New $ 780,000.00
Elementary C 11,333.24
Junior High 268,000.00
High School B 60,000.00
Total $1,119,333.24
Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from the official records and is complete and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in ac-
cordance with Section 17 of Chapter 71 -A of the Revised Statutes
Annotated and regulation Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting
for Local Education Agencies on file with the Administrative pro-












REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1980 - JUNE 30, 1981
GENERAL FUND
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1980 $ 68,554.72
Received from Selectmen $2,289,696.00
Revenue from State Sources 138,559.83
Revenue from Federal Sources 8, 1 33 .20
Received from Tuitions 418,144.36
Received from Trust Funds 5,091.62
Received from all other Sources 53,428.36
Total Receipts $2,913,053.37
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $2,981 ,608.09
Less School Board Orders Paid 2,770,407.03
Balance on Hand, June 30, 1981 $ 211,201.06
DRIVER EDUCATION FUND
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1980 $ 793.63
Revenue from State Sources $ 4,200.00
Received from all Other Sources 8,314.43
Total Receipts $ 12,514.43
Total Amount Available for Fiscal year $ 13,308.06
Less School Board Orders Paid 12,464.59
Balance on Hand, June 30, 1981 $ 843.47
Evelyn Lutz
School District Treasurer
The audit of all funds was conducted by Killion, Plodzik, and
Sanderson, Accountants and Auditors, Concord, N.H.
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HOLLIS SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
Financial Statement
July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981
Beginning Balance July 1, 1980 $ 8,425.13
Receipts
Lunch Sales Children 54,421.70
Lunch Sales - Adults 2,732.65
Reimbursement 39,051.00
Other (Snack Bar) 20,332.28





Balance June 30, 1981
Other Program Resources








* We have 6 hours of volunteer labor each day.
















Bodily Injury and Property Damage
(Combined single limit)
Medical Payments (each person)
Collision ($250 deductible)
Uninsured motorist
Automobile non-ownership liability including
Bodily Injury and Property Damage
Comprehensive (ACV)
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Concord, NH 03031
TO: Gerald Hornik, Chr.
Hollis School Board
59 Truell Road, RD #3
Milford, NH 03055
Your report of appropriations voted and property taxes to be raised
for the 1981-82 school year has been approved on the following
basis:
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $3,327,662
REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
Unreserved Fund Balance 159,063




School Building Aid 49,041
Other State Sources 3,550
Revenue from Federal Source:
Vocational Education 1 ,200
Child Nutrition Program 1 16,323
Other Federal Sources 4,000
Local Revenue other than Taxes:
Tuition 450,000
Earnings on Investments 3,000
Pupil Activities 1,250
Other Local Sources 550
Trust Fund Income 3,000
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS $ 814,828
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 2,512,834
TOTAL REVENUES AND DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $3,327,662





Our primary goal this school year has been to have and espouse
GREAT EXPECTATIONS for ourselves and our students. F. S.
Groner once remarked that personal contact and direct interest in
the individual student by an instructor of lofty character is the main
ingredient in any institution of learning. We continue to have high
expectations for all our students and attempt to meet their needs
within the context and knowledge of their individual differences.
New Staff members for school year 81-82 are as follows: Janice
O'Neil, Grade 3; Isabel Johanson, Readiness; Suzanne Klink,
Physical Education; Virginia Grady, Instructional Aide; Naomi-
Jane Dixon, Office Aide; Stella Harney, Library Aide.
A great deal of the time and energies that had been expended on
the inspection and adoption of a new reading series, Ginn 720, has
been redirected toward our current efforts of implementing and
evaluating its actual use. In-service training is continuing in this
area. We will soon be shifting our curriculum focus to the language
arts area in an attempt to improve our students' writing skills. The
combination of the successes of our readiness program and the
reduction in our student-teacher ratio in grade one has resulted in a
retention rate of less than two percent at the first-year level.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our many school
volunteers for the countless hours of service and the support they
freely offer to our staff and students. We continue to owe a great
debt of gratitude and appreciation to the Beaver Brook Association
for their generous funding of our natural science program and the
continued use of their staff and facilities. Hollis Elementary People
(H.E.P), our parents' group, has continued to involve itself in all
aspects of the school's life: family evenings, student enrichment
programs, parents awareness sessions, June Jamboree, Balloon Day
and a host of other activities.
I have been especially impressed with the positive attitude and
sincere commitment of all parents in their willingness to understand
and participate in the educational process.
At this writing, we continue to strive towards our appointed goals
with GREAT EXPECTATIONS of coaxing the misty, distant
future into the radiant, tangible present. We have not confessed our






HOLLIS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
The 1981-82 school year opened with one new staff member,
Mrs. Sherry Pattison, hired to teach Home Economics.
At the Hollis School District Meeting last March the voters ap-
proved a plan to replace the north wall with a new energy-efficient
wall. This is a marvelous improvement to the building. William
Ferree, a school board member, along with Donald Fyfe, Roger
Saunders, and other individuals in the community completed an
energy study of the Hollis Junior High facility. Bill was the guiding
force behind an energy grant received for energy improvement in our
building. Work is underway with the construction of a suspended
ceiling with insulation above the new installation. We are deeply
appreciative of Bill's work and the support of the project by the
school board.
A storage area for musical instruments was constructed off the
stage. This area permits us to move the instruments out of the office,
into a storage area with access to the music room.
The Hollis Junior High School continues to concern itself with
the following functions:
(1) Building the curriculum from the Hollis and Brookline Elemen-
tary Schools programs and continuing to offer a general pro-
gram of education.
(2) Providing the students with exploratory opportunities to meet
the challenge of their widening range of interests and to serve as
a guide to career pursuits.
(3) Preparing students for the more specialized programs of the
Hollis AREA High School.
(4) Promoting, developing, and nurturing individual differences
and providing an educational structure to meet these individual
social and scholastic needs.
We continue to provide a variety of after-school clubs and intra-
mural sports. These are well received by our students.
Staff members are continuing their tasks on the various com-
mittees; i.e. Accountability, Staff Development, Curriculum Com-
mittee.
Again, I would like to thank members of our school volunteers






HOLLIS AREA HIGH SCHOOL
1981
School year 80-81 can be described as the year of the COM-
PUTER at Hollis AREA High School. Our three, new Apple Com-
puters with accessory hardware and software allowed us to offer a
course entitled, Introduction to Computers, to 40 students. A five-
year computer education plan is currently being developed by Bar-
bara Wilkins, the Mathematics Department Head, and Joyce
Shuman, the Computer instructor. We plan to make computer in-
struction available to many more of our students in the near future.
The Hollis Parent Volunteers continue to provide irreplaceable
help and support in the kitchen and guidance office, as teacher
helpers and as tutors in various subject areas. Mrs. Nancy Fischer
served again as the High School Parent Volunteer Coordinator, and
thus the tradition of excellence that she had previously established
continued.
Nancy was really involved in 1981 as she also chaired the second
high school building committee. We were disappointed that the
bond issue on the original building plan was not approved by the
voters, but the new building committee has developed another
plan that is considerably reduced in scope from the original. We are
confident that the voters will approve this one.
For the first time since the establishment of field hockey at Hollis
AREA High School, our team had a winning season. In fact, Ms.
Vicky Parady took the team to the quarter finals in the N.H.I.A.A.
tournament - another first for Hollis.
The Student Council reorganized itself and formed three standing
committees, the Spirit Committee, the Fund Raising Committee and
the Reform Committee. Each officer and class representative will
serve on one of the three standing committees in addition to their
regular responsibilities. This more productive structure should allow
President Dan Lynn, and Vice-President Martin Weissflog, to ac-
complish even more than ever.
My fifth year in Hollis has been both pleasurable and productive. I








































































































































SENIOR ACHIEVEMENT AND ACADEMIC AWARDS
Senior awards given at annual awards ceremony for outstanding





Foreign Language Tamara Wood — Spanish IV









Home Economics Tammy Cote — Foods
Paula LaFontaine — Clothing
Debbie Veillette — Clothing
Cheryl Hatfield — All Around Hm. Ec.
Industrial Arts Troy Harney — 1st Place Woodworking
David Joki — Advanced Metals
Bruce Ward — Advanced Metals
Paul Seager — Welding
John Whitney — Overall Ind. Arts
Art Heather Haskell
Marianne Skovsgaard
Business Donna Wright — Advanced Typing
Tammy Cote — Commercial Award
Gretchen Swider — State Bookkeeping Contest
Randy Knowles — State Bookkeeping Contest
The Hollis Athletic Association A ward—
Female Karen McManus
Male Greg Povey
The John H. Hills Memorial Scholarship A ward Michael Jorgensen
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The Cavalier of the Year A ward Greg Povey
The Harland A. Muzzey Memorial Scholarship A ward Greg Povey
The Daughters of the American Revolution Kathy Zandi
The Hollis Good Citizen 's A ward







The Congregational Church of Hollis, Annual
Christmas Card Scholarship Deborah Davidson
Cathy Murphy
Heather Haskell
The Hollis Woman's Club Scholarship Awardedfor
Leadership and Scholarship Michelle Fraser
The Hollis Woman 's Club Valedictorian A ward Tamara Wood
SpecialA ttendance A ward - Perfect A ttendance Stephanie Jambard
The Hollis Historical Society AnnualA ward Craig Brodeur
The Student Council Scholarship Julie Sponagle
The Kenneth Frazier Memorial Scholarship Catherine Murphy
Lynn Revoir Thompson Memorial Scholarship Jamie Krulik
Nancy Archambault Ratta Memorial Scholarship Stephanie Findlay
Ruth E. Wheeler Scholarship - In English Stephen Lynn
The Third Annual Warren H Towne
Memorial Scholarship Kevin Duhamel
The Steven Spaulding Memorial Scholarship Yvette Dishong
Milford Business and Professional Women 's
Club Scholarship Donna Wright
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The Nashua Business and Professional
Women 's Club Scholarship
The National Merit Scholarship —
Finalist
Commended Scholar
Foreign Language Departments Scholarships
Spanish
French
The Souhegan National Bank Scholarship



























9 New Hampshire Vocational Technical College - Nashua
1 New Hampshire Vocational Technical College -
Manchester
1 Mt. Holyoke College
2 Middlebury College
7 Franklin Pierce College
3 Rochester Institute of Technology
2 Mt. Ida Junior College
1 Champlain College
1 Worcester Polytechnic Institute
5 University of Lowell
4 Pennsylvania State University
17 University of New Hampshire
1 New Hampshire Vocational Technical College - Berlin
2 Ithaca College
4 New Hampshire College
1 Lasell Junior College
1 Portland School of Art
1 Carleton College
3 University of New Hampshire — Thompson School
2 Endicott Junior College
4 Rivier College
2 Daniel Webster College
17 Keene State College
Rutgers University
Colby College






University of Rhode Island
2 University of Massachusetts
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute




2 New England College
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7 Plymouth State College
2 Skidmore College
1 Barrington College






















Palm Beach Junior College
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The Fall of 1981 has been a formative period of time for a new
Hollis High School Building Committee. Chaired by Nancy Fischer,
the committee has met frequently and has made recommendations to
the Hollis School Boaid which will be embodied in a plan to come
before the voters at the Annual School District Meeting on Saturday,
March 6, 1982.
The project entails considerably less than the one proposed in the
1980-81 school year, and is specifically designed to resolve the im-
mediate problems at the high school — overcrowdedness, lack of
storage space, and safety concerns in the industrial arts area.
This report will update three major areas that were highlighted in
the 1980 Annual Report.
ACCOUNTABILITY
During the summer of 1981 a team of staff members chaired by
Mike Fox, English Department Head at Hollis AREA High School,
met to revise and rewrite the accountability tests. The revisions have
been forwarded to a curriculum consultant for editing and/or sug-
gestions. It is planned that the tests will be administered in the Spring
and the results reported to the public. Subjects to be tested are
English, mathematics, United States history/government, and New
hampshire history/government, and the grade levels at which the
tests are to be administered are 4, 5, 8, 10, and 11.
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT STUDY
Following the defeat of the $2,485,000 bond issue in Hollis on
April 13, 1981, both the Hollis and Brookline School Boards dis-
missed the members of the joint study committee, noting that the
time was not right for implementing plans for a Cooperative School
District. In lieu of that committee, the Hollis School Board author-
ized an Alternatives Study Committee which met throughout the
summer to recommend alternatives which would help resolve the
problems at the high school. Once the recommendations were re-
ceived, the Hollis School Board appointed the Building Committee
whose work was addressed earlier in this report.
HANDBOOK II
The federal coding system has been in operation for almost three
years, and has helped make our bookkeeping, accounting and re-
porting efforts more understandable and logical. Meetings with the
members of the Town Budget Committee and School Board repre-
sentation at Selectmen's meetings have been invaluable in respect to
keeping communications open between all parties.
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Thanks to the school board's energy conservation committee con-
sisting of Chairman Bill Ferree, Don Fyfe, and Roger Saunders, we
have made outstanding progress in saving large numbers of dollars in
our fuel oil and electricity accounts. A $72,436 grant from the
Governor's Council on Energy is assisting with several insulation and
mechanical improvement projects at the junior high school. Further
energy-saving projects are being considered at the high school and
the elementary school.
The development of a sequential list of curriculum skills that
should be achieved by our students in every subject and at every
grade level is to be completed by July 1, 1982. Progress toward that
end has been remarkable during the past three years.
The number one priority for the Hollis School District this year
has been "High Expectations". That was one of the goals set by the
School Board at its annual goal-setting meeting.
The issues highlighted in this report only reflect a portion of the
effort made during the year on matters of an educational nature.
The Hollis School Board members and I extend our thanks to the
citizens of Hollis for their cooperation, support, and understanding.
Respectfully submitted
Philip J. Dahlinger
Superintendent of Schools
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